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whether a circuit like Bruensteiner’s infiinges or not and the claims would be indefinite. (RIB at

136.)

Avago responds that this limitation is not indefinite as one of ordinary skill would have

no trouble determining whether an electrical drive wavefonn includes a negative peak portion.

(CIB at 121.) Avago argues that Dr. Lebby’s allegations of indefiniteness for this limitation are

based upon his improper modifications of the Bruensteiner reference, as explained by Mr. Miller

in his testimony. (CIB at 121 (citing CX-2222C at Q/A 179.) Avago asserts that under its

construction one of skill in the art would have no trouble disceming the scope of the claims

because all that is required is that the drive waveform include “a” negative peaking portion.

(CIB at 121.) Moreover, Avago asserts that the evidence shows that a person of ordinary skill

could understand this limitation. (CIB at 121-122.)

Staff submits that Respondents are actually rearguing their view that the asserted claims

are invalid as anticipated or rendered obvious by the Bruensteiner Article. (SIB at 104-105.)

Staff argues that the plain and ordinary meaning of the phrase “wherein the drive waveform

includes a negative peak portion” requires that the drive wavefonn include “a” negative peak

portion. Moreover, Staff notes that Dr. Lebby testified that he agreed with the Respondents’

proposed construction, which reflects his understanding of what the words of the asserted claims

mean, and that he used that construction in forming his opinions. (Tr. at 1161:3 —1163:4.) Thus,

Staff argues that the evidence does not show that this claim phrase is so vague or ambiguous as

to render the asserted claims invalid as indefinite.

The ALJ agrees with Avago and Staff that Respondents have failed to show by clear and

convincing evidence that the claims are indefinite. The ALJ finds that Respondents’

indefiniteness arguments are merely a rehashing of the arguments that the Bruensteiner article
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renders the claims invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103. Respondents’ hypothetical arguments

regarding Bruensteiner do not prove that the claims cannot be interpreted. Indeed, Avago

submitted evidence from its expert that the claims were amenable to construction and that a

person of ordinary skill would understand them. (CX-2222C at Q/A 177-79.) Accordingly, the

ALJ finds that Respondents have failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that the claims

are indefinite.

VIII. LICENSE DEFENSES

A. Applicable Law

A license under a patent, whether express or implied, is generally a complete defense to a

charge of infringement, as long as the patent or invention is used in accordance with the license

agreement.” Certain Flash Memory Controllers, Drivers, Memory Cards, and Media Players

and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-619, Initial Determination at 37 (April 10,

2009 (unreviewed in relevant part) (citing Glass Equip. Dev., Inc. v. Besten, Inc., 174 F.3d 1337

(Fed. Cir. 1999). Although a defendant has the burden to prove the affirmative license defense,

it must only establish such a defense by a preponderance of the evidence. Certain Lens-Fitted

Film Packages, Inv. N0. 337-TA-406, Comm’n Op. at 4 (June 1999) (citing Technical Develop

Corp. v. United States, 597 F.2d 733, 746 (Ct. Cl. 1979)).

B. ’595 Patent

The FCI and Mellanox Respondents assert affinnative licensing defenses as to the ’595

Patent. They rely on two agreements: (1) the Agilent/HP Master Agreement (JX-0161C) and (2)

rhei(JX-0263).
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1. Agilent/HP Master Patent Ownership and License Agreement

At the time of its spinoff from Hewlett-Packard Co. (“HP”) (see Order N0. 12), on

November 1, 1999, Agilent Technologies, Inc. (“Agilent”) and HP executed a Master Patent

OwnershipandLicenseAgreement(“HPMasterLicense”).(See.TX-0161C.)_
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Mellanox and PCI assert that Agilent subsequently transferred all patent licenses and

assigmnents to Complainants. (RIB at 77.) Mellanox and FCI assert that they each sell to the

Hewlett-PackardCompany(“HP”)certainoftheiraccusedproducts,—

. (RIBat77.)MellanoxandFCIassertthatthoseproductsare

licensed to the ’595 Patent. (RIB at 77.)

Avago argues that Respondents cannot have a license for the HP products because the

license grant is

. (CIBat71.)AvagocontendsthatRespondents
should have sought a sublicense from HP. (Id.) Avago also asserts that FCI and Mellanox failed

to show that the HP Master License was even transferred or assigned to Avago. Avago argues

that the documents Respondents do cite, JX-0021C and JX-O26lC, contain no provisions that

provide that Agilent assigned or transferred the HP/Agilent Master Patent Ownership and

License Agreement to Avago. (Id. at 71-72.)

Avago asserts that while FCI and Mellanox contend that their products sold to HP are

“HP Products,” HP does not sell VCSELs and neither FCI or Mellanox make VCSELs. (CIB at

72.) Instead, Avago notes that all VCSELs in the accused products sold to Hewlett Packard are

instead made by third parties (Id.) Avago contends that HP

does not specify the VCSEL design or performance, and there is no evidence that the VCSELs

are even binned for HP requirements. (CIB at 72.) Instead, Avago argues that HP only

purchases Active Optical Cables (“AOCs”). (CIB at 72.) Avago asserts that the products sold

by FCI and Mellanox to HP are off-the-shelf products on which marketing labels are affixed,
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Whether by an adhesive-backed film or electronically such that when it is plugged in, the

computerscreenreadsanHPproductnumber.(CIBat 72.) Avagoarguesthat_

— (CIBat72-)
Avago further contends that under the HP Master License Agreement, Respondents’

products that are sold to HP are not “private label” because they sell the same products, albeit

with different part numbers, to others. (CIB at 73.) Avago argues that Respondents cannot rely

on the Master Agreement to shield them from infringement liability simply because HP allegedly

purchases the accused products from them.

Staff submits that Mellanox and FCI have presented evidence sufficient to show that

ccflain cf thcir accuccd prcductc

branded as HP products, such that those products are licensed OEM versions of HP products

(SIB at 14-) Accordingly. staff

asserts that Mellanox and FCI have shown that certain of their accused products that are sold to

HP are licensed to the ’595 Patent pursuant to the Master Patent Ownership and License

Agreement. (SIB at 74-75.)

The ALJ finds that Respondents have shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the

products they sell to HP are licensed. First, the ALJ finds that the ’595 Patent, the application

for which was filed on June s, 1995,

(JX-161 at AV-ITC40529964 (§1.2); JX

162; JX-163; JX-164; JX-165; JX-166).
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Second, the ALJ rejects Avago’s argument that Respondents have failed to prove that

they are licensed under the HP Master Agreement because they have failed to prove that the HP

Master Agreement was assigned or transferred to Avago. Respondents do not have to show that

the HP Master Agreement was transferred because the ’595 Patent remained subject to the

license granted to HP regardless of whether or not the HP Master Agreement was assigned to

Avago. This is because an assignee of a patent takes title to the patent subject to existing

licenses. Armstrong Pump, Inc. v. Hartman, 745 F. Supp. 2d 225, 233 (W.D.N.Y. 2010) (citing

Boehringer Ingelheim Velmedica, Inc. v. Merial, Ltd, 2010 WL 174078 (D. COHI1.Jan. 14,

2010); see also In re Cybernetic Servs., 1nc., 252 F.3d 1039, 1052 (9th Cir. 2001) (“It had long

passed into the text-books that an assignee acquired title subject to prior licenses of which the

assignee must inform himself as best he can, and at his own risk.”) (citing Keystone Type

Foundry v. Fastpress C0., 272 F. 242, 245 (2d Cir. 1921)); L.L. Brown Paper C0. v. Hydroiloid,

Inc., 118 F.2d 674, 677 (2d Cir. 1941); Jones v. Berger, 58 F. 1006, 1007 (C.C.D.Md. 1893) (“A

subsequent assignee takes title to the patent subject to such [unrecorded] licenses, of which he

must inform himself as best he can at his own risk.”). Thus, by HP retains a license to the ’595

Patent and Avago has not shown otherwise.

Third, the ALJ finds the accused Mellanox and FCI products sold to HP _

(See JX-161 at 1.10.) The ALJ finds that the accused

Mellanox products sold to HP include

The ALJ finds that the accused

Mellanox products
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now engaged. Specifically, the ALJ finds that per HP’s specific request and specifications, the

accused products sold to HP by Mellanox (i) have a customized part number and label, (ii) have

a modified EEPROM, (iii) are subjected to “additional testing” for performance and quality

control, and (iv) are used by HP “to provide system solutions to [HP’s] customers” (RX-0001C

at Q/A 46-54; Tr. 722:1-6, 73l:20-732212; JX-442C). Similarly, the ALJ finds that the accused

FCI transceivers sold to HP are “HP Products” because they too are products of the business in

which HP is now engaged and have a custom label and part number, and the content of the

EEPROM and the firmware are customized for HP, which allows the HP equipment to recognize

FCI customized transceivers as HP-approved and qualified. (RX-11C at Q/A 11-18; IX-427

lines 188-198, 201-202, and 209.) Further, the ALJ finds that Complainants presented no

evidence that the Mellanox and FCI products sold to HP are used by HP within the excepted

fields of use of Exhibit B of JX-161. The Mellanox and FCI products are “HP Products” within

the meaning of sections 1.10 and 3.1.

Fourth. the ALJ finds that

“A “license to produce. use and sell

‘is not restricted to production by the licensee personally or use by him personally or sales by

him personally. It permits him to employ others to assist him in the production, and in the use

and in the sale of the invention. Nor need he take any personal part in the production.”

Corebrace LLC v. Star Seismic LLC, 566 F.3d 1069, 1073 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (quoting Carey v.

United States, 326 F.2d 975, 979 (Ct. Cl. 1964)). A patent licensee’s “license permits him to

engage others to do all the work connected with the production of the article for him.” Id.

(quoting Carey, 326 F.2d at 979 (emphasis added)). Thus, in light of the factual findings above
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See Carnegie Mellon Univ. v. Marvell Tech. Group, 890 F.

Supp. 2d 602 (V\l.D.Penn. 2012) (“Where a licensee commissions the work, a third pa1ty’s acts

do not infringe”).

Fifih, as for Avago’s arguments regarding Intel Corp. v. Broadcom C0rp., 173 F. Supp.

2d 201 (D. Del. 2001), the ALJ finds them to be the most meritorious by far, but still unavailing.

In Intel, the defendant Broadcom argued that it was licensed for certain sales to Intel licensees

under “have made” rights granted by Intel in its licenses with these licensees. The court in Intel

denied cross motion for summary judgment on the “have made” defense finding that there were

genuine issues of material fact “whether Broadcom made the products pursuant to a request from

the licensee, in which case the making and selling would be authorized to the extent that

licensee’s license allows it to be, or whether Broadcom simply sold allegedly infringing off-the

shelf products to parties that happen to be Intel licensees.” Intel, 173 F. Supp. 2d at 233. Here,

the ALJ has found that these products

(RX

0001C at Q/A 46-54; Tr. 722:1-6, 731:20-732:12; JX-442C; RX-11C at Q/A 11-18; JX-427 lines

188-198, 201-202, and 209). Thus, Respondents have shown that these are not “off-the-shelf’

technologies and thus would be authorized even under Intel. 173 F. Supp. 2d at 233; see also

Asetek Holdings, Inc. v. C0olIT Sys., Inc., N0. C-12-4498 EMC, 2013 WL 5640905, at *3-*5

(N.D. Cal. Oct. 11, 2013).

Finally, Avag<>’sarguments
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- C0reBrace, 566 F.3d at 1073 (“a right to have made is not a sublicense,as the contractor

whomakesforthe licenseedoesnot receivea sublicensefromthe licensee.”),so—

See DC V

Holdings, Inc. v. C0nAgra, Ina, 889 A.2d 954, 961 (Del. 2005) (“Specific language in a contract

controls over general language, and where specific and general provisions conflict, the specific

provision ordinarily qualifies the meaning of the general one.”) (citations omitted).

In sum, the ALJ finds that the Mellanox and FCI products sold to HP are subject to the

HP/Agilent license.

2. — Licenses(orboth)

The
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Mellanox and FCI assert that they have either an express or implied license to practice

the ’595 Patent through an agreementbetween (RIB at 80-81.) 

(RIB at 80.)

Mellanox and FCI submit

that the ALI should reject “the self-serving, lay opinion testimony of Complainants’ own witness

onthe legalinterpretationof - notonlyimproperlyintrudeson theprovinceof the ALJ.
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— (RRBat 33-34(citationsomittcd).)Respondentsalsoarguethatthecases

Avago cites are distinguishable because they do not involve similar language as is at issue here.

Avago argues that a license is not automatically transferred when the licensee is acquired

by another company. (CIB at 68 (citing Mesa Scale Diagnostics, LLC v. Roche Diagnostics,

GMBH, 62 A.3d 62 (Del. Ch. 2013); PPG Indus, Inc. v. Guardian Indus. C0rp., 597 F.2d 1090

(6th Cir. 1979)).)
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(ens at 69.)

Staff

suggests that if the ALJ concludes there ambiguity in the Agreement, the full evidentiary record,

including any evidence as to the parties’ intent, may be taken into consideration, and considering

that evidencetheredoesnot appearto any evidencethat - believesthat it is licensedto

the ’595 Patent. (SIB at 76-77.) Thus, the Staff respectfully submits that Mellanox and FCI

havefailedto showthattheyhavean expressor impliedlicensebasedon the_

Agreement. (SIB at 77.)

“[A] license agreement is a contract govemed by ordinary principles of state contract

law[.]” Power Lzfi, Inc. v. Weafherford Nipple~Up Sys., Inc., 871 F.2d 1082, 1085456 (Fed. Cir.

1989).NewYorklaw,whichgovernsthe— Agreement,has“longadheredto the

sound rule in the construction of contracts, that where the language is clear, unequivocal and

unambiguous, the contract is to be interpreted by its own language[.]” R/S Assoc. v. N.Y. Job

Dev. Auth., 771 N.E.2d 240, 242 (N.Y. 2002) (quotation marks and citations omitted).)

The ALJ finds that Mellanox and FCI have failed to prove that their products are licensed

underthe— Agreement
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— _ Thelawisclearthatlanguage
such as this creates a license that cannot be automatically assigned. See, e.g., Cincom Sys., Inc.

v. Novelis C0rp., 581 F.3d 431, 436 (6th Cir. 2009) (explaining patent and copyright licenses are

generally “personal” meaning they are non-transferrable); Ulead Sys., Inc. v. Lex Computer &

Mgmt. Corp, 351 F.3d 1139, 1147 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“[A] non-exclusive licensee ofa patent has

only a personal and not a property interest in the patent”) (quoting In re CFLC, Inc., 89 F.3d

673, 679 (9th Cir.1996)); Rhone Poulenc Agro, S.A. v. DeKalb Genetics C0rp., 284 F.3d 1323,

1328 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (recognizing the “need for a uniform national rule that patent licenses are

personal and non-transferable in the absence of an agreement authorizing assignment,” contrary

to the common law rule that contracts are freely assignable); PPG Indus, Inc. v. Guardian Indus.

C0rp., 597 F.2d 1090 (6th Cir. 1979) (holding patent licenses are non-transferrable unless

expressly pr0vid@<1)-

— Thisunambiguouslanguagegovems.SeeR/SAssoc,771N.E.2dat242.
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New York law does not permit such straining to create an

ambiguity in the contract where there is a perfectly reasonable reading that does not create one.

See, e.g., Flynn v. Timms, 606 N.Y.S.2d 352, 354 (N.Y. App. Div. 3d Dep’t 1993) (“A court will

not strain to find an ambiguity where words have a definite and precise meaning, nor will it

create policy terms by implication to rewrite a contract...”); Stolt-Nielson SA v. AnimalFeeds

Int ‘ZC0rp., 435 F. Supp. 2d 382, 387 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (noting “New Y0rk’s historically narrow

viewofwhatcanbereadintoa contractbyimplication.”(collectingcases)). —

Thus, Respondents’ arguments

fail.
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Finally, the ALJ notes that even if Section 4.7 is given the reading that Respondents seek,

Respondents’ defense would still fail.

part

Accordingly, the ALJ finds that for at least these reasons, Mel1anoX’sand FCI’s license defense

underthe— Agreementfails.

C. ’456 Patent

In December 2008, Avago sued Emcore for patent infringement in the Northern District

of Califomia, asserting infringement of U.S. Patent Nos. 5,359,447 (“the ’447 patent”) and

5,761,229 (“the ’229 patent”). (JX-0022C.) Before discovery began, that case was stayed

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1659(a) pending finality of Investigation No. 337-TA-669 in which

the ’447 and ’229 patents were asserted. (Civil No. 3:08-cv-05394-SI.) After the Federal Circuit

affirmed the Con1mission’s Final Detennination finding a violation of Section 337, the district

court held a scheduling conference, and ordered the parties to mediate settlement prior to taking

any discovery. (1d.) Avago and Emcore settled the California Emcore Action

(JX-0022C.)
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Respondentsarguethat in a - Agreement

_ Complainantsagreedto

(RIB at 137.)
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“When a contract is reduced to writing, the intention of the parties is to be ascertained

from the writing alone, if possible...” Cal. Civ. Code § 1639. “In the construction of a statute or

instrument, the office of the Judge is simply to ascertain and declare what is in terms or in

substance contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted, or to omit what has been

inserted...” Cal. Code Civ. Proc., § 1858. However, “[a] contract must be interpreted so as to

give effect to the mutual intention of the parties, and the whole of a contract is to be taken

together, so as to give effect to every part, if reasonably practicable, each clause helping to

interpret the other.” El Dora Oil C0. v. Gibson, 256 P. 550 (Cal. 1927). Under California law:

The test of admissibility of extrinsic evidence to explain the meaning of a written
instrument is not whether it appears to the court to be plain and unambiguous on
its face, but whether the offered evidence is relevant to prove a meaning to which
the language of the instrument is reasonably susceptible. To determine whether
offered evidence is relevant to prove such a meaning the court must consider all
credible evidence offered to prove the intention of the parties. If the court
decides, after considering this evidence, that the language of a contract, in the
light of all the circumstances, is fairly susceptible of either one of the two
interpretations contended for . . ., extrinsic evidence to prove either of such
meanings is admissible.

Delta Dynamics, Inc. v. Ariolo, 446 P.2d 785, 787 (Cal. 1968) (Traynor, C.J.) (citations

and quotation marks omitted).

The ALJ finds that Mellanox and FCI have failed to show that their products have a

license to the ’456 Patent Agreement. Considering the

entireagreementas Californialaw requires,it is impossibleto read the _

as broadly as Mellanox and FCI request. Most importantly, a reading of

the phrase

that would release all patent claims by Avago against anyone
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usingor sellingany— productwouldeviscerate— byeffectively

grantinga licenseon all : productsfor all of Avago’sU.S.patents. A fairerreadingof the

— thlightofthefactthat- hadclosedthesaleofits
VCSELbusinesstwo days earlier,is that - receiveda

— It wouldbe highlyunusualindeedfora partyto signan agreementwiththe

fonner owner of a business releasing the new owner of the business from liability without

mentioning the new owner at all. Thus, there are no prospective rights to the ’456 Patent granted

by that agreement.

This is also consistent with the extrinsic evidence that Avago submitted.

-(See CX-2220C at Q/A 19-22; CX-2221C at Q/A 17-22; JX-0186C at 51-52; RX-143C.)

but

considering the entire agreement and the extrinsic evidence submitted, it is clear that the

language

i was not intendedto grant a futurelicenseto for the ’456Patent. See

Baseload Energy, Inc. v. Roberts, 619 F.3d 1357, 1363-64 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (finding similar

broad— languagedidnotbarfuturepatentinfringementclaims);Howmedica

Osleonics Corp. v. Wright Medical Technology, 1nc., 540 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (finding

underNewJerseylawthat— languagedidnotbarfutureinfringementsuit

under a previously unasseited patent when read in light of the totality of the circumstances).
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IX. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

A. Applicable Law
In patent based proceedings under section 337, a complainant must establish that an

industry “relating to the articles protected by the patent . . . exists or is in the process of being

established” in the United States. 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(2). Under Commission precedent, the

domestic industry requirement of Section 337 consists of a “technical prong” and an “economic

prong.” Certain Data Storage Systems and Components Thereojf lnv. No. 337-TA-471, Initial

Determination Granting EMC’s Motion No. 471-8 Relating to the Domestic Industry

Requirement’s Economic Prong (unreviewed) at 3 (Public Version, October 25, 2002) The

“economic prong” of the domestic industry requirement is satisfied when the economic activities

set forth in subsections (A), (B), and/or (C) of subsection 337(a)(3) have taken place or are

taking place with respect to the protected articles. Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-690, Commission Op. at 25 (February 17, 2011)

(“Printing and Imaging Devices”). With respect to the “economic prong,” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2)

and (3) provide, in full:

(2) Subparagraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E) of paragraph (1) apply
only if an industry in the United States, relating to the articles
protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask work, or design
concemed, exists or is in the process of being established.

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask work, or design concemed

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
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(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.

Id.

Given that these criteria are in the disjunctive, satisfaction of any one of them will be sufficient

to meet the domestic industry requirement. Certain Integrated Circuit Chipsets and Products

Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-428, Order No 10 at 3, Initial Determination (Unreviewed)

(May 4, 2000), citing Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines and Components Thereofl Inv. No.

337-TA-376, Commission Op. at 15, USITC Pub. 3003 (Nov. 1996). The Commission has

embraced a flexible, market-oriented approach to domestic industry, favoring case-by-case

determination “in light of the realities of the marketplace” that encompass “not only the

manufacturing operations” but may also include “distribution, research and development and

sales.” Certain Dynamic Random Access Memories, Inv. No. 337-TA-242, USITC Pub. 2034,

Commission Op. at 62 (Nov. 1987) (“DRAMs”).

To meet the technical prong, the complainant must establish that it practices at least one

claim of the asserted patent. Certain Point of Sale Terminals and Components Thereof, Inv. No.

337-TA-524, Order No. 40 (April 11, 2005). The test for claim coverage for the purposes of the

technical prong of the domestic industry requirement is the same as that for infringement. Alloc,

Inc. v. Int ’I Trade Comm ’n, 342 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2003); see also Certain Doxorubicin

and Preparations Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-300, Initial Determination at 109

(U.S.l.T.C., May 21, 1990) (“Certain Dox0rubicin”), ajj”d, Views of the Commission at 22

(October 31, 1990). “First, the claims of the patent are construed. Second, the complainant’s

article or process is examined to determine whether it falls within the scope of the claims.” (Id.)

As with infringement, the first step of claim construction is a question of law, whereas the

second step of comparing the article to the claims is a factual determination. Markman, 52 F.3d

at 976. The technical prong of the domestic industry can be satisfied either literally or under the
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doctrine of equivalents. Certain Excimer Laser Systems for Vision Correction Surgery and

Components Thereof and Methods for Performing Such Surgery, Inv. No. 337-TA-419, Order

No. 43 (July 30, 1999). The patentee must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the

domestic product practices one or more claims of the patent. See Bayer, 212 F.3d at 1247.

Avago argues that it meets the domestic industry requirement based on the activities of its

wholly-owned subsidiary, Avago Technologies U.S. Inc. Specifically, Avago asserts that it has

made (a) significant investment in plant and equipment; (b) significant employment of labor and

capital; and (c) substantial investment in research and development with respect to the domestic

industry products.

Congress enacted 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3) in 1988 as part of the Omnibus Trade and

Competitiveness Act. See Certain Plastic Encapsulated Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA

315, USITC Pub. No. 2574 (Nov. 1992), Initial Determination at 89 (October 16, 1991)

(unreviewed in relevant part). The first two sub-paragraphs codified existing Commission

practice. See id. at 89; see also Certain Male Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-546,

Commission Op. at 39 (June 29, 2007). Under Commission precedent, these requirements could

be met by manufacturing the articles in the United States, see, e.g., DRAMs, Commission Op. at

61, or other related activities, see Schaper It/fig.C0. v. US. Int 'l Trade Comm ’n, 717 F.2d 1368,

1373 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (“[I]n proper cases, ‘industry’ may encompass more than the

manufacturing of the patented item. . . .”).

In addition to subsections (A) and (B), there is also subsection (C). “In amending section

337 in 1988 to include subsection (C), Congress intended to liberalize the domestic industry

requirement so that it could be satisfied by all ‘holders of U.S. intellectual property rights who

are engaged in activities genuinely designed to exploit their intellectual property’ in the United
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States.” Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and Systems and Components

Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Commission Op. at 7 (August 8,

2011) (quoting Certain Digital Processors and Digital Processing Systems, Components Thereq/’,

and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-559, Final Initial Determination at 93

(unreviewed in relevant part) (May 11, 2007). Thus, “[u]nlike sub-parts (A) and (B), sub-part (C)

of section 337(a)(3) ‘does not require actual production of the article in the United States if it can

be demonstrated that substantial investment and activities of the type enumerated are taking

place in the United States.”’ Certain Personal Data and Mobile Communications Devices and

Related Softwares, No. 337-TA-710, Order 102: ID on Economic Prong at 4 (April 6, 2011)

(unreviewed in relevant part) (“Personal Data and Mobile Communications Devices”) (quoting

H.R. Rep. No. 100-40, pt. 1, at 157 (1987)).

In Printing and Imaging Devices, the Commission held that “Lmderthe statute, whether

the complainants investment and/or employment activities are ‘significant’ is not measured in

the abstract or absolute sense, but rather is assessed with respect to the nature of the activities

and how they are ‘significant’ to the articles protected by the intellectual property right.”

Printing and Imaging Devices, Commission Op. at 26. The Commission further stated that:

the magnitude of the investment cannot be assessed without
consideration of the nature and importance of the
complainant's activities to the patented products in the
context of the marketplace or industry in question . . . .
whether an investment is ‘substantial’ or ‘significant’ is
context dependent. (Id. at 31.)

Indeed, the Commission has emphasized that “there is no minimum monetary expenditure that a

complainant must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry tmder the ‘substantial

investment’ requirement” of section 337(a)(3)(C). Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and

Components Thereoj’, Inv. No. 337-TA-586, Commission Op. at 25 (May 16, 2008). Moreover,
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the Commission has stated that the complainant need not “define or quantify the industry itself in

absolute mathematical terms.” Id. at 26.

Section 337(a)(3)(C) provides for domestic industry based on “substantial investment” in

the enumerated activities, including licensing of a patent. See Certain Digital Processors and

Digital Processing Systems, Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337

TA-559, Initial Detennination at 88 (May ll, 2007) (“Certain Digital Processors”). Mere

ownership of the patent is insuflicient to satisfy the domestic industry requirement. Certain

Digital Processors at 93. (citing the Senate and House Reports on the Omnibus Trade and

Competitiveness Act of 1988, S.Rep. No. 71). However, entities that are actively engaged in

licensing their patents in the United States can meet the domestic industry requirement. Certain

Digital Processors at 93. In establishing a domestic industry under Section 337(a)(3)(C), the

complainant does not need to show that it or one of its licensees is practicing a patent-in-suit.

See Certain Semiconductor Chips with Minimized Chip Package Size and Products Containing

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-432, Order No. 13, at ll, (January 24, 2001) (“Certain Semiconductor

Chips”). The complainant must, however, receive revenue, e.g. royalty payments, from its

licensing activities. Certain Digital Processors, at 93-95 (“Commission decisions also reflect

the fact that a complainant’s receipt of royalties is an important factor in determining whether the

domestic industry requirement is satisfied . . . [t]here is no Commission precedent for the

establishment of a domestic industry based on licensing in which a complainant did not receive

any revenue from alleged licensing activities. In fact, in previous investigations in which a

complainant successfully relied solely on licensing activities to satisfy section 337(a)(3), the

complainant had licenses yielding royalty payments”) (citations omitted). See also Certain

Video Graphics Display Controllers and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-412,
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Initial Determination at 13 (May 14, 1999) (“Certain Video Graphics Display Controllers”);

Certain Integrated Circuit Telecommunication Chips and Products Containing Same Including

Dialing Apparatus, Inv. N0. 337-TA-337, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 2670, Initial Detemiination at 98

(March 3, 1993) (“Certain Integrated Circuit Telecommunication Chips”); Certain Zero

Mercury-AddedAlkaline Batteries, Parts Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337

TA-493, Initial Determination at 142 (June 2, 2004) (“Certain Zero-Mercury-Added Alkaline

Batteries”); Certain Semiconductor Chips, Order No. 13 at 6 (January 24, 2001); Certain Digital

Satellite System DSS Receivers and Components Thereofi Inv. No. 337-TA-392, Initial and

Recommended Determinations at l1 (December 4, 1997) (“Certain Digital Satellite System DSS

Receivers ”).

B. Technical Prong

1. ’595 Patent

Avago asserts that it has satisfied the technical prong of the domestic industry

requirementthrough its ! VCSEL,which its assertspractice claims 14 and 19 of the ’595

Patent. (CIB at 48-50.)

Claims 14 and 19 recite “A surface-emitting laser comprising.” The ALJ finds that

Avago - VCSELs are surface-emittinglasers. (cx-20860 at Q/A 249-51; JX-0057C.)

Claim 14 recites “a top mirror and a bottom mirror on opposed sides of said optical cavity, said

top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of quarter wavelength thick layers

having altemating indices of refraction” and Claim 19 recites “a top mirror and a bottom mirror

on opposedsidesof said optical cavity.” Avagoproductsincludinga ! VCSELmeet this

limitation. (CX-2086C Q/A 257-58; IX-0057C.)
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Claims 14 and 19 recite “a bottom electrode on a side of said bottom mirror opposite to

said optical cavity.” Avago products including a - VCSEL meet this limitation. (CX

2086C at Q/A 270-72; JX-0060C.) The remaining limitations are discussed below.

Respondentsargue that the Avago 2 VCSEL fails to meet four limitationsof the

asserted claims of the ’595 Patent, including: (1) the current-spreading layer thickness; (2) the

“top electrode formed on a side of said current spreading layer opposite to said top mirror”; (3) ‘A

wavelength thick mirror layers with alternating indices of refraction; and (4) “optical cavity

having an active layer.” (RIB at 59-62.) The remaining limitations of the claims are undisputed.

(RIB at 59-60.)

Staff submits that the only contested limitation that Avago has failed to meet is the first

limitation. (SIB at 50-53) Staff notes that some of the other limitations might not be met, but

that is only to the extent they depend or relate to the current-spreading layer limitation. (SIB at

51, 53-54.) Staff respectfully submits that Avago has failed to present sufficient evidence to

establish that the identified collection of layers in the — VCSEL satisfy the “current

spreading layer” limitations of the asserted claims based on its construction. (SIB at 52-53;

SRB at 8.)

As with the accused products, the ALJ finds that Avago has proven that the !

VCSEL meets the limitations of the asserted claims of the ’595 Patent.

a) “current-spreading layer”

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the “current-spreadinglayer” of the 

VCSEL comprises
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(CX-2086C at Q/A 262; JX-0057C at AV-ITC50032162.) As Staff described it, put another

way, the

_ (Seeid.) Therelevantportionoftheepitaxialrecipeis reproducedbelow:

(JX-00057C.)

By contrast, Dr. Chang-Hasnain testified that rather than identify a “current-spreading

layer” within the meaning of claim 14, in her view Dr. Deppe has instead identified a

combination of numerous layers with different compositions and different doping levels, which

are grown at different temperatures. (See RX-0006C at Q/A 242-51.) According to Dr. Chang

Hasnain, if this collection of layers were a single “layer,” it would not have such varying

compositions and grown processes. (Id. at Q/A 249.) Dr. Chang-Hasnain further notes that

whileone row of the ! epitaxialrecipeis

- Dr.Deppedoesnotassertthat_ constitutestheclaimedcurrent-spreading

layer. (See id. at Q/A 242.) _
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The ALJ finds Avago has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that this limitation

is men The deeiimeiit identified

Heweven the AU finds the iesiimeiiy of

Dr. Deppe persuasive in regards to the actual physical analysis. He testified in regard to this

product:
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What is the basis ofyour opinion? ' - .
The Avago ' VCSBL epi recipe shows that the VCSELsI11vea cm1'ent
spreading layer as defined in the 595patent includes all ofthe rows in the
section labeled '

1

AV-ITC50032165-68. The current-sin'eadinglayer is loeated on
‘me side of the top mirror sI"11otu_1"elocatecl opposite to tlleopticai cavity. The

physical thickness of the C111T611f-Sp1‘€%1di11glayer is ' , u1n,pIust11e g,-mded
region labeled in the recipe. The optical thickness,
Ilowever, already accountsfor Takingthe

plus the optical thickness ofthe » " as '
wavelength, anti the combined Al _.Ga. As optical thicknesses as
wavelengths minus the ‘accounting for the grade hehveen the AI. ' ,Ga; ,As
and Al‘ @611; As of the upper minor, half of the \is accounted for as
part of the cmrent spreadinglayer. psing the refiactive indexof 3.243for the

,=ha1fthe, _optical thic-kneésis equal to optical wavelengths.
The total optical thicknessof the current spreading layer of the . -product
according to the 595 definition is therefoie opticalwavelengths. This
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gives an integer multiple of a quarter-wavelength of to an accuracy of
It is important to note that the Avago ' i - VCSEL actually calls out a
slightly shorter wavelength on page 6, which taking the GP (gain peak)
wavelength as ‘umand the FP (Fabry-Perot) offset as Ium, gives 11n1
as the fixed lasing wavelength. Accounting for the actual"tlesignedlasing
wavelength, the cmrent spreading layer is designed to be an integer multiple of

-timesa quarter wavelength.
In each of the Avago VCSEL products, the epi recipe’s show a similar design
for the current spreading layer, except that _' g Vii __ p _

_ _ _ This is hue for the _ .
VCSEL. The Avago ‘VCSEL epi recipe shows that the VCSELs have a
cuirentspreadinglayer as defnied in the ‘S95patent includes

' _ _ ‘AIV-ITC50O32l62. The current spreading layer is located
on the side of the top miiror st1uct1u'elocated opposite to the optical cavity. The
phvsical thickness of the crurent-spreading layer is "um, plus the

1 in the recipe. The optical thickness,
however, aheady accounts for this Taking the \ _
. _ 'p1us the optical thickness of the‘ W _ f ‘as 1 ‘ wavelength

_ _ 1 and

the ‘combined Alli ‘Ga.3 ‘Asoptical thicknesses as {wavelengths minus
the_ , accounting for: _ 7- ~ ' A

. ' half of the _ ,1is accormted for as
part of the cunent spreading layer. Using the refractive index of 3.26 for the _

"* ~T“'"*’ loptical thickness is equal to optical wavele‘ngths.The
total optical thickness of the current spreading layer of the product
according to the ‘S95 defmition is therefore ' ii optical wavelengths. This
gives a11integer multiple of a quarter-wavelength of -toan accuracy of V
It is impoitant to notethat the Avago ‘VCSEL actually calls out a
slightly shorter wavelength on page 6, which taking the GP (gain peak) .
wavelength as . 11111and the FP (Fabry-Perot) offset as cf nm, gives ‘ mn
as the fixed lasing wavelength. Accounting for the actual designed lasing T
wavelength, the current spreading layer is desigled to be an integer multiple of
- ‘times a quaiter wavelength. It should be noted that while the 1is clearly
designed to produce an odd integer value of quarter-wave optical thickness in
its current spreading layer, many of the Avago VCSEL products have an
increased wavelength thickness to accoluit for

iof the current spreading layer.
Fu1thenno1'e,. in each of the C1l11‘€11l'spreading layers of each of the Avago
products, _. , in the cturent spreading layer, and the
use of the i‘makes the current spreading layer substantially optically
transparent for the designed fixed wavelength of the VCSEL. In addition, in
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I each of the Avago VCSEL products the -

(CX-2086C at Q/A 262.)

Accordingly,for similarreasonsto thosediscussedabovewithregardto the 

VCSELs, the ALI finds that Avago has presented sufficient

evidenceto showthat the Avago2 VCSELs satisfythe “current-spreading”limitationsof

the asserted claims. (CX-2086C at Q/A 262; JX-OO57C_at AV-ITCp50032l62.) Specifically,

claim 14 recites “a current-spreading layer on a side of said top mirror opposite to said optical

cavity, said current-spreading layer having a thickness that is approximately equal to one-quarter

of said wavelength times an integer multiple greater than one, said current-spreading layer being

substantially optically transparent and being electrically conductive” and claim 19 recites “a

current-spreading layer on a side of said top mirror opposite to said optical cavity, said current

spreading layer being substantially optically transparent and being electrically conductive, said

current-spreading layer having a thickness that is approximately equal to one-quarter of said

wavelength times an odd integer multiple greater than one wherein said current-spreading layer

and layers of said top mirror establish a consistent pattem of alternating indices of refraction.”

Avago products including a — VCSEL meet these limitations. (CX-2086Cat Q/A 261-62,

284-86; JX-0057C.)

b) “top electrode formed on a side of said current-spreading layer”

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, Avago’s - VCSEL satisfies the “top

electrode” limitation of claim 14. (CX-2086C at Q/A 264-67.) Respondents’ arguments

regarding the “top electrode” limitation are similar to those presented in the context of the

VCSELs of the accused products. (See RIB at 138-39; see also RX-0006C at Q/A 239-41.) This

is substantially similar to the arguments presented supra regarding the accused products. The
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ALJ rejected Respondents’ claim construction for this term, and based on the claim construction

adopted and the findings above that Avago has met the current spreading layer limitation, the

ALJ finds that Avago has shown that this limitation is met. (CX-2086C at Q/A 262.)

c) “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of
quarter wavelength thick layers having alternating indices of refraction”

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the “quarter wavelength thick layers having

alternatingindices of refraction”limitation of claim 14 is satisfied by the - VCSEL, as

shownthe - epitaxialrecipe. (cx-20860 at Q/A258; JX-0057C.) In Dr. Chang-Hasnain’s

view,the- VCSELdoesnotsatisfythislimitationbecauseit includes—

— (SeeRX-0006Cat Q/A259-62.)TheALJfindsthatDr.Deppe

explained,however,how the epitaxial recipe shows that the 2 VCSEL includes a top and

bottom mirror that each have a plurality of quarter wavelength thick layers with alternating

indices of refraction. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 258.) Respondents’ position appears to rest with

their very restrictive view of “layer” and for the reasons set forth above with respect to

infringement Avago has shown that the mirror layers include (See supra

Section VI.B.1.a.) Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to

showthatthe- VCSELsatisfiesthis limitationof claim14.

d) “optical cavity”

Dr. Deppetestifiedthat, in his opinion,the i VCSELsatisfies the “opticalcavity”

limitation of claim 14. (CX-2086C at Q/A 254-55; JX-0057C.) Respondents contend, however,

thatthe! epitaxialrecipeidentifies— noneofwhicharelocated

between two spacer/cladding layers. (RIB at 61-62; see also RX-0006C at Q/A 267-71.) The

ALJ finds Respondents’ arguments are similar to those presented with regard to non
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infringementby the _ VCSEL. For the reasonsdiscussedabovein the contextof that

VCSEL, see supra, Section Vl.B.l .d, the ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence

to showthat the - VCSELsatisfiesthis iiiiiitotiohof the ‘$95Patent. (cx-20sec at Q/A

254-55, 278-79; JX-0057C at AV-ITC50032160-64.)

2) Summary

The ALJ has found that each of the claim limitations of claims 14 and 19 are met for the

- VCSELProducts. (cx-20860 Q/A249-93;JX-0057C.)Accordingly,the ALJfinds that

Avago has proved infringement of claims 14 and 19 for these products.

2. ’456 Patent

In seeking to establish that it satisfies the technical prong of the domestic industry

requirement with respect to the ’456 Patent, Avago asserts that its VCSEL driver circuits—

(collectively, “domestic industry products”), each of which contains one of six Avago VCSEL

driver circuits, practice claim 1 of the ’456 Patent.“ Avago’s technical expert for the ’456

Patent, Mr. Miller, testified that, in his opinion, each of the six Avago VCSEL driver circuits

satisfies all of the limitations of claim 1. (See CX-2085C at Q/A 619-759.) In general, Mr.

Miller testified that datasheets for each of Avago’s VCSEL drivers support his opinion that those

drivers meet each limitation of claim 1. (CIB at 100-108; See e.g., JX-0444C; JX-0268C; JX

0445C; JX-0259C; JX-0388C; JX-0269C.)

Respondents contend that the evidence of record fails to show that Avago’s products

containing its own VCSEL drivers satisfy either the “negative peak portion” or “parameter for

" With regard to the technical prong, Avago’s domestic industry contentions are limited to claim 1 of the ‘456
Patent. See Order No. 13 (April 23, 2013).
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affecting” limitations of claim 1 of the ‘456 Patent. (RIB at 102-03; RRB at 52-57.) Staff agrees

and submits that Avago has failed to prove that its domestic industry products meet the technical

prong. (SIB at 90-93; SRB at 17-20.) The ALJ agrees with Respondents and Staff.

a) The “Negative Peak Portion” Limitation

With regard to whether Avago’s products satisfy the “negative peak portion” limitation of

claim 1, Avago’s expert, Mr. Miller, testified that:

In order to achieve the product perfonnance that we needed, and that was
demanded by customers, in terms of high data rates at low error rates, I had
determined during my work at Avago and Agilent that the use of negative
peaking as claimed in claim 1 of the ‘456 patent was the best way to achieve
those requirements for these products, including for the reasons described in
the ‘456 patent.

(CX-2085C at Q/A 16.)” But the ALJ finds that as discussed above in the context of the

accused products, negative peaking was a technique known in the art and does not establish that

a VCSEL drive waveform will include a negative peak portion within the meaning of claim 1.

(See, e.g., JX-212C at 341:17 —342:7.)

Avago further relies on certain simulations for developmental versions of its VCSEL

drivers as evidence to support its assertion that those drivers output a wavefonn that includes a

“negative peak portion” within the meaning of claim 1. (See CIB at 101-107.) In this regard,

Mr. Miller testified regarding certain simulation test results for one Avago VCSEL driver, and

opined that “a negative peaking portion is clearly visible in the waveforms.” (CX-2085C at Q/A

705 (citing CX-0775C at AV-ITC50003821).) The depicted wavefonns are set forth below:

12In its post-hearing briefs, Avago attempts to buttress Mr. Miller’s expert testimony with his alleged knowledge
from his prior work as an employee of Avago. (CIB at 101.) None of this was contained in his expert report or
direct witness statement. The ALJ ruled at the hearing that such tmdisclosed new factual support for his expert
testimony was not allowed and so the ALJ disregards it. (Tr. 666: 15-670:12.)
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(CX-0775C at AV-ITC50003821.) Avago also presented testimony from certain of its fact

witnesses, who testified that in various simulations of developmental versions of Avago’s

VCSEL drivers, the electrical wavefonn drops below the logic ‘O’ level for certain parameter

settings. (See, e.g., CX-209’4C at Q/A 33 (discussing CX-0775C); CX-2097C at Q/A 179

(discussing CX-0775C); CX-2089C at Q/A 328, 330 (discussing CX-1460C at AV

ITC50257467-68); id. at Q/A 382 (discussing CX-1464C at AV-ITC5025768l).) Setting aside,

as Respondents correctly note any effort to offer expert testimony through these fact witnesses

(see RRB at 53-54), this evidence fails for several reasons.

As the ALJ discussed above, however, a VCSEL drive waveform does not necessarily

satisfy the “negative peak portion” of claim 1 simply because the Waveform passes below the

logic ‘O’ level at times. The ALJ finds that the testimony from Avago’s fact witnesses is

insufficient to establish that Avago’s domestic products satisfy the “negative peak portion”

requirement — as the ALJ found above, in order to show that its products satisfy this limitation,
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Avago must establish that a “portion of the negative peak transient part of the drive waveform

that has values below the value the waveform has at the instant in time immediately before the

logical ‘O’to the logical ‘l’ transition begins” is present in the VCSEL drive wavefonns of its

products. (See supra Section VI.C.l.) These witnesses, at best, only established that there might

be some negative peaking in the products. However, as discussed above, Complainants

acknowledge that the use of negative peaking does not mean that the drive wavefonn will

include a negative peak portion. (JX-212C at 341 :17—342:7;RX-0004C at Q/A 312.)

In addition, the ALJ finds that CX-0775C is not reliable evidence of the wavefonns of the

commercial products. CX-775C includes three pages of waveform images, AV-ITC500038l9

21. First, the ALJ notes that the waveforms on pages -3819-20 are optical wavefonns, which

Avago’s expert admitted cannot be relied on to show the claimed details of the electrical

waveform (Tr. 591:17-594221). Second, the ALJ finds that the waveforms on page -3821, while

electrical, are simulations and not measured results with an actual VCSEL connected to the

driver, as is required by the claims. The ALJ finds that the evidence demonstrates that this can

make a significant impact on the shape of the waveform. (Tr. 594:22-595:2. 596:l6-598:19,

645:2-653:14; RX-0004C at Q/A 293; see JX-212C at 344:2-15, 346:4-12, 350:12-25; RX

0009Cat Q46). Moreover,these wavefonnsare for the “beta”versionof the I which

may or may not be the same version released to Avago’s customers. (Tr. 599:6—600:24,669115

67O:12.) Finally, the ALJ notes Mr. Miller made no attempt to measure or evaluate the

wavefonns in CX-775C with respect to the constructions for negative peak portion, negative

peaking, and negative peak duration (CX-2085C at Q/A 704-705). Without such an analysis,

there is no proof of a negative peak portion. In stark contrast, Dr. Lebby’s analyses applied these

agreed constructions consistently throughout his non-infringement and invalidity opinions.
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Beyond this evidence, the ALJ further finds that Mr. Miller relied primarily on Avago’s

VCSEL driver datasheets, which reference parameters related to “peaking” as support for his

opinion that the drive waveforms include a “negative peak portion.” (See, e.g., CX-2085C at

Q/A 642-64.) Both Dr. Lebby and Avago’s own corporate witness testified, however, that the

datasheets alone are insufficient to establish whether or not the claimed negative peak portion is

present in the drive waveforms. (See, e.g., RX-0004C at Q/A 312; JX-212C at 346:4-12, 347:8 —

348:15.) For example, Mr. Robinson testified that:

17 So my question is —an Avago
18 representative, is —is it your contention that
19 whenever you have negative peaking in a laser
20 driver, the output waveform necessarily has a
21 negative peak portion?

25 THE WITNESS: So if you —to have a
l negative peak portion of the drive waveform —I
2 believe you could come up with circuits without a
3 negative peak portion of the drive waveform that
4 had negative peaking. I’m thinking of a resident
5 circuit, like an RLC, that could have negative
6 peaking, even though the drive waveform did not
7 have negative peaking —a negative peak portion.

(JX-212C at 34l:17—342:7.)

Thus, the ALJ finds that Avago has failed to present sufficient evidence to establish that the

VCSEL drive waveforms in its products satisfy the “negative peak portion” limitation of claim 1

of the ’456 Patent.

' b) The “Parameter for Affecting” Limitation

Avago contends that all of its VCSEL drivers contain a parameter (“IPEAK”) that

“affects the magnitude of the negative peak portion,” and most of them provide a second

parameter (“IDELAY”) for “controlling the duration of the peaking charge.” (CIB at 107.)

Avago asserts the IPEAK parameter satisfies the “parameter for affecting” limitation of claim 1
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“because it is for affecting the negative peak portion of the drive waveform.” (Id. at 108.)

Staffs view is that Avago failed to present sufficient evidence to show that Avago’s VCSEL

drivers include a parameter for affecting the negative peak portion of the drive waveform as

required by claim 1. (SIB at 92-93; SRB at 19-20.)

The ALJ agrees with Respondents and Staff. As discussed above, all of the parties agree

that the phrase “parameter for affecting” should be construed as “a parameter with the purpose of

digitally affecting the feature of the drive waveform mentioned in the claim.” (CIB at 74; RIB at

106.) Respondents contend that Avago has failed to present any evidence to show that the

parameters in the Avago VCSEL drivers are for the purpose of affecting the negative peak

portion. (RIB at 106-108.) In this regard, the ALJ finds that Avago’s technical expert, Mr.

Miller, only testified that, in his view, the purported negative peak portions in the drive

waveforms were “responsive” to the stored parameters. (See, e.g., CX-2085C at Q/A 638, 661,

685, 708, 731, 755.) The ALJ agrees with Respondents’ expert Dr. Lebby and finds that nothing

in the datasheets referenced by Mr. Miller suggests that the parameters are actually for the

purpose of affecting a negative peak portion or how those parameters affect a negative peak

portion. (RX-0004C at Q/A 359.) Moreover, the ALJ finds that Avago FOPD’s senior research

and development manager, Mr. Michael Robinson, testified that the settings for the parameters at

issue are selected in order to optimize system performance, by controlling such characteristics as

extinction ratio, light output, fall time, mask margin, and bit error rate. (CX-2089C at Q/A 436,

447, 451, 498.) The ALJ also finds persuasive Dr. Lebby testimony that the “peaking”

parameters in Avago’s VCSEL drivers are for implementing negative peaking, not for the

pmpose of affecting the “negative peak portion,” as required by claim 1. (See RX-0004C at Q/A
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360-62.) Accordingly, the ALJ finds that that Avago has failed to establish that Avago’s

products satisfy the “parameter for affecting” limitation of claim 1 of the ’456 Patent.

c) Summary

Accordingly, the ALJ finds that because Avago has failed to prove that its domestic

industry products meet the “negative peak portion” and the “parameter for affecting” limitations

of the ’456 Patent, Avago has failed to prove that it meets the technical prong of the domestic

industry requirement.

C. Economic Prong

To meet the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement, Avago relies on its

investments in plant and equipment; employment of labor and capital; and investments in

domestic research and development. (CIB at 124-138.) Specifically, Avago asserts that it relies

on expenditures related to the development of its QSFP line of transceivers (the AFBR-79

product line) that containK VCSELS,which it contends are coveredby claims 14 and 19 of

the ’595 Patent. (CIB at 125.) As for the ’456 Patent, Avago relies on expenditures related to

the development ef its

— products,each of whichcontainVCSELdriversthat are coveredby claim 1 of the ’456

Patent. (CIB at 125.) These products include transceiver modules, transmitter components of

the transceiver modules, and active optical cables that incorporate a transceiver at the end of the

cable. (CIB at 125.) Avago argues that it has made substantial and significant investments in its

domestic industry through its Fiber Optics Products Division (“FOPD”) in San Jose, California.

(CIB at 125.)

Respondents argue that Avago failed to provide any testimony that correlated Avago’s

domestic expenditures to the correct subset of allegedly covered products for each asserted
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patent. (RIB at 139.) Respondents assert that because of this failure, Avago cannot satisfy its

burden of demonstrating substantial investments in the articles alleged to practice the asserted

patents. (RIB at 139.) Respondents contend that Avago submitted no evidence establishing the

list of purportedly covered products each witness relied upon in gathering information on

supposed domestic industry investments. (RIB at 139.)

Respondents further argue that even if this evidentiary hurdle could be overcome, other

inadequacies plague Avago’s domestic industry evidence. (RIB at 140.) First, Respondents

assert that Avago has failed to allocate out foreign expenditures from the domestic investments

on which they rely. (RIB at 140.) For example, Respondents contend that Avago relies on

expenditures for equipment that while initially used in the United States, was subsequently

transferred overseas for use in manufacturing or post-manufacturing testing. (RIB at 140.) In

addition, Respondents argue that it is unclear what the extent of domestic research work versus

foreign research work actually is. (RIB at 140.) Respondents argue that absent reliable

information allocating out foreign research and development expenditure from domestic ones, it

is impossible to determine whether the domestic expenditures are substantial. (RIB at 140.)

Second, Respondents contend that Avago has also failed to properly allocate its expenditures

between domestic industry products and non-domestic industry products. (RIB at 140.) Third,

the activities at the San Jose FOPD facility include non-domestic industry products and non

research and development activities. (RRB at 64-65.) Finally, Respondents argue that Avago

has failed to “demonstrate a nexus between their purported domestic industry expenditures and

the covered products.” (RIB at 141.) Respondents assert that there is a “timing issue” with the

purported expenditures because many of the expenditures Avago relies upon date back to 2009

or even earlier. (RIB at 141.) Thus, Respondents argue that at the time the complaint was filed,
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the expenditures Avago cited were directed to future products and not the domestic industry

products. In addition, Respondents assert that Avago did not provide any context for the relied

upon expenditures, such as the relationship of the expenditures to the patented technology to

enable a determination that Avago’s domestic investments are “substantial.” (RIB at 141.)

Staff submits that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to show that a significant

portion of its FOPD research and development expenditures are properly attributable to Avago’s

VCSEL driver products, which Avago alleges are covered by the ’456 Patent. (SIB at 110-111.)

Moreover,Staffarguesthat the expendituresof _ in researchanddevelopmentwith

revenuesof _ are substantialwithinmeaningof l9 U.S.C.§ 1337(a)(3)(C).(SIBat

111.) Thus, Staff agrees that Avago has met the economic prong of the domestic industry

requirement for the ’456 Patent. (SIB at 111.)

Staff submits that the ’595 Patent presents a closer question because it is less clear what

research and development expenditures may be fairly attributable to Avag0’s — VCSEL.

(SIBat 111.) Staffarguesthat Avago’sevidencethat it spentapproximately- to

developthe - VCSEL,requiredthe effortsof 35 people over 15monthsto develop,andhas

generatedapproximately— in revenuefrom 2009 throughthe first three quartersof

2012 demonstrates, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the investment was substantial.

(SIB at 111.) Staff also submitsthat the developmentof the 2 VCSELtook place in San

Diego, California and Avago contains to develop, sell, and offer technical support for products

thatcontainthe- VCSEL.(SIBat 112.)

The ALJ finds Respondents’ complaints about the allocation methods unpersuasive.

Respondents’ overarching complaint that Avago has not “provided a list of purportedly covered

products each domestic industry fact witness relied upon in gathering information on supposed
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domestic industry investments...” and that “[w]ithout such a list, there is no way to even begin to

evaluate the propriety of any figures offered by these witnesses” is so vague as to be meritless.

There is no per se requirement each witness must produce a list of products before their

testimony can even be considered. If there were errors in the methodology by which the

evidence was collected, those errors could have been explored on cross examination. Instead,

Respondents seem to suggest that this vague broadside against the testimony is sufficient to

negate it. However, a review of Avago’s bn'ef shows that it does break down the revenue by

product. Thus, the ALJ sees no merit in Respondents’ argument that there is an “evidentiary

gap.” As for Respondents’ allegations that Avago “simply chose not to conduct the required

analysis,” the ALJ also disagrees with that conclusion. While Respondents’ raise some fair

complainants about some of the specific investments and types of investments, the ALJ sees no

threshold problem with Avago’s analysis and so the ALJ will consider the specific investments

below.

1. Significant Investment In Plant And Equipment

As an initial matter, Staff argues that because the vast majority of Avago’s relevant

domestic activity with regard to VCSELs, VCSEL drivers, and products containing those

components relates to research and development, as opposed to production, the Staff respectfully

submits that for purposes of the economic prong analysis, 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(C) should

govern instead of 19 U.S.C. §§ 1337(a)(3)(A) & (B). The ALJ disagrees. Staff does not cite any

cases nor is the ALJ aware of any cases that limit investments under (A) and (B) to production.

Indeed, the precedents have embraced a far broader interpretation of section (A). See Certain

Mobile Devices and Related Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-750, Order No. 14: ID Granting SD on

Economic Prong, at 12-13 (September 15, 2011) (unreviewed).
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The ALJ finds that Avago Technologies has made a significant investment in plant and

equipment. Avago relies on investments in a domestic R&D location in San Jose, California

dedicated to the FOPD group that develops the domestic industry products for the ’595 and ’456

Patents. (CX-1750C at 1]12-13; CX-2254C; CX-2084C Q/A 113-120; JX-0202C at 69:4-70:8;

JX-0206C at 26:1-10, 32:12-14; 36:1-22, 41:18-42:17.) Avago contends that these U.S. facilities

include significant amounts of land, buildings, and equipment. (Id.) The headquarters in San

Jose, Califomia includes Avago Technologies’ U.S. R&D centers and a Technical Response

Center, as well as facilities for marketing and sales of the Covered Domestic Industry Products.

(Id.) Avago asserts that approximate value and size of the buildings where are conducted are

. (Id.)WhiletheALJagreesthiscouldbeadomestic
industry investment, Avago made no effort to quantify how much of this investment should be

allocated to the domestic industry products. As Respondents correctly point out, the evidence

shows that this facility develops many different products beyond the domestic industry products

and supports many activities. (RRB at 64; CX-2084C at Q/A 60-61 (stating that non-R&D

activities such as marketing, sales, and finance activities take place at the FOPD facility); JX

202C at 62:8-13 (explaining that not all products developed in FOPD’s San Jose facility contain

a VCSEL);CDX-1963C(reflectingnon- VCSELs).) Withouta clearerallocationof what

percentage of this facility is dedicated to the different domestic industry products, it is

impossible to credit this investment towards the domestic industry. (RX-0008C at Q/A 27-28, 30,

129.)

Avago asserts it significantly invested in capital equipment, at an approximate value of

_ for fiscalyears2007-2012for the equipmentusedin the R&Dlab at Avago’sSan

Jose, California location, for R&D of the FOPD products. (CX-1750C at W 17-24, 26; CX
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2088C at Q/A 22, 77-83, 85-90, 157-68, 179-90, 341-451; JX-0090C; JX-0275C; JX-0277C; JX

397C; JX-0281C; CX-2087C at Q/A 75-77, 80, 82-109.) Avago asserts it expended

approximately

_ oncapitalequipmentforR&Din SanJoseduringfiscalyears2007through2012,

respectively. (CX-1750C 111117-23, 26; CX-2088C at Q/A 22, 79-83, 90; JX-0090C.)

Respondents note that these expenditures are for all FOPD rather than specifically allocated for

(1) the percentage of use for the lab equipment to directly support the ’595 Patent domestic

industry products; (2) the percentage of use for the lab equipment to directly support the ’456

Patent domestic industry products; and (3) the percentage of lab equipment that is not used to

support either set of domestic industry products. (RRB at 65.) The ALJ agrees. These capital

expenditures are for the entire facility. Avago has provided no allocation for these data that

would allow the ALJ to determine the amount of the investment in the domestic industry

products for each patent. (RX-0008C at Q/A 27-28, 30.)

Next, Avago offers evidence that it asserts tracks R&D capital expenditures on a project

basis. (CX-2088C Q/A 231-246, 255-272, 353-373; JX-0373C at 12, 19, 26; CX-2023C; CX

2019C; CX-1135C at 37; CX-1417C at 20; CX-2087C Q/A 219-31, 357-58; CX-1376C at 41.)

These data are derived from planning documents produced for the various projects related to the

domestic industry products. (CX-2088C at Q/A 41.) Avago contends it incurred the following

capital expenditures for each product:

Product

CXP
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Respondents complain that these documents are insufficient to show a significant investment in

plant and equipment. (RRB at 66.) Respondents note that these numbers are contained amid

dozens of pages of non-financial material and provide no explanation as to the types of

equipment purchased, how such equipment is supposedly used in the development of the

product, when the expenditures were made, and whether the equipment was or is being used to

develop other products. (RRB at 66.)

The ALJ finds that Avago has failed to show what exactly these expenditures are, when

they were made, and how they relate to the domestic industry products. As an initial matter, the

ALJ notes that there is a significant discrepancy between the figures in the table above and

figures for capital equipment investment for the FOPD facility in San Jose that Avago provided.

The total investment presented in the table is nearly The total capital equipment

investment that Avago listed out by year above (without breaking it down by product) is 

2 over the periodof 2007 to 2012. Avagoprovidesno explanationfor how the amountof

capital equipment investment doubles between the two paragraphs in its brief. Without some

explanation, it appears that the per-project allocation may contain expenditures either other than

equipment or outside of the United States. Either of these possibilities makes it impossible for

the ALJ to say with any certainty that the investments in plant and equipment for the domestic

industry products are significant.“ Accordingly, Avago has failed to show that it meets the

domestic industry requirement under l9 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(A).

13This is not to say that Avago’s investments in the United States are not significant. Unfortunately, simply
investing in the United States is not enough, they must be investments related to the articles protected by the patent.
Here, there is simply no evidence that shows the portion of these investments in plant and equipment that are related
to the domestic industry products.
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2. Significant Investments in Labor And Capital

Avago also asserts that it has made significant investments in labor and capital. (CIB at

141-143.) Respondents raise several objections to Avago’s claims. First, Respondents assert

that Avago relies on the total headcount of their FOPD facility and the salaries and benefits for

that headcount to prove the economic prong. (RRB at 67.) Respondents argue that Avago failed

to allocate the employees to the products properly. (RRB at 67.) Respondents contend that

Avago fails to provide sufficient information on the responsibilities of those employees’ time

was spent on activities with a direct nexus to the ’595 Patent or ’456 Patent. (RRB at 67.) In any

event, Respondents argue that the evidence shows that, at most, only four engineers at the FOPD

facilityworkedon the - VCSEL,which they contendis insufficientto meet the economic

prong for the ’595 Patent. (RRB at 67.)

Respondents further assert that there are employees whose jobs involve non-R&D

activities like marketing, and other employees whose jobs involve handling products located

outside the United States. (RRB at 67 (citing (CX-2084C Q/A 63-65; CIB at 142 (reflecting that

a number of employees devote time to non-technical sales and marketing)).) Respondents argue

that the portion of time in which these employees engaged in such activities cannot be counted

toward establishing the economic prong. (RRB at 67 (citing Certain Kinesiotherapy Devices and

Components Thereoj‘, Inv. No. 337—TA-823, Initial Detennination, at 77 (January 8, 2013)

(finding sales and marketing labor not relevant to domestic industry).) Thus, Respondents

contend that because Complainants fail to separate the expenditures for these non-covered

activities, the total headcount numbers cannot be used to prove domestic industry.

The ALJ finds that Avago has shown that it employs a significant number of personnel in

the U.S. who devote substantial man-hours toward the domestic research and development of the
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Avago Domestic Industry Products, including various R&D personnel such as R&D Engineers,

Design Support Engineers, and R&D Managers. (CX-0334C; CX-2084C at Q/A 145-51, 157;

CX-1750C at 111128-34; JX-0474C; CX-2088C at Q/A 341-41; JX-0397C at 24; JX-0815C at

22:6-11.) The ALJ further finds that as of the filing of Avago’s complaint, Avago employed

approximately - R&D personnel in the United States. (CX-0334C; CX-2084C at Q/A 145,

157; CX-1750C at 111]28-30.) As of the filing date of Avago’s complaint, Avago also employed

I persons that performed technical marketing functions, i.e., field sales support, Whose duties

are not solely related to sales and marketing. (CX-0334C; CX-1750C at 1]33.) According to

July2012data,Avagopaid— insalaryandbenefitsforthe- R&Demployeesin

theU.S.,and_ fortheI technicalmarketingpersonnelin theU.S. (CX-0334C;

CX-1750C at 1134.) Thus, the ALJ finds that Avago Technologies’ FOPD R&D “people” R&D

expenses in the United States from 2007 through the first nine months of 2012 exceeded 

respectively. (JX-0152C; CX-2088C at Q/A 23, 95-103.)

The ALJ finds that while Avago R&D engineers do not officially track time worked on

projects, (CX-2088C at Q/A 69-76), Avago, as part of its formal product review process, does

keep track of the various FOPD employees who Worked on the projects, both by group and by

location. The ALJ finds that the following table provides the number of FOPD R&D engineers

who worked on research and development of the Avago Domestic Industry Products. (JX-0373C;

CX-2023C; CX-2019C; CX-1135C; CX-1417C.)

Product Total R&D/Marketing Headcount in U.S.
Module R&D, IC R&D, I III-V R&D
Module R&D, IC R&D
Module R&D, IC R&D, III-V R&D
Module R&D, IC R&D, III-V R&D
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| CXP [I ModuleR&D,| IC R&D,I 111-vR&D |

As for Respondents’ arguments regarding the allocation of the employees’ time, the ALJ

finds that Avago has sufficiently quantified its investment to demonstrate that its investment was

substantial. The Commission has repeatedly emphasized that establislnnent of an economic

domestic industry is not dependent on any “minimum monetary expenditure”; nor is there a

“need to define or quantify the industry itself in absolute mathematical tenns.” Certain Stringed

Musical Instruments and Components Thereofi Inv. No. 337-TA-586, Comm’n Op. at 25-26

(U.S.I.T.C., December 2009) (“Stringed Instruments”). In the same vein, there is no need to

show that large quantities of representative products must be involved to show an investment is

“substantial.” Certain VideoDisplays, Components Thereof and Products Containing the Same,

Inv. No. 337-TA-687, Order No. 20 at 5 (U.S.I.T.C., May 20, 2010) (unreviewed) (“Video

Displays”). “A precise accounting is not necessary, as most people do not document their daily

affairs in contemplation of possible litigation.” Stringed Instruments, at 26. Rather, a

complainant must demonstrate a sufficiently focused and concentrated effort to lend support to a

finding of a “substantial investment.” Id. Here, even though it has not calculated to

mathematical precision its investment in labor and capital, Avago has demonstrated that it has

made significant investments in labor and capital with respect to the domestic industry products.

Eachdomesticindustryproducthas involvedthe effortsof betweenI of the - employees

Avago employs in San Jose. Even if these employees may not have devoted their entire time to

these projects, this type of sufficiently focused and concentrated effort demonstrates for each

product that a substantial investment, even if it has not been precisely quantified, has been made.

Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago has shown that it meets the economic prong tmder 19

U.S.C. § 133-7(a)(3)(B)for the ’595 Patent and the ’456 Patent.
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3. Substantial Investments In Domestic Research And Development

Avago also contends that it made a substantial investment in research and development

under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C). Respondents make several arguments against Avago’s

assertions. First, Respondents argue that Avago failed to allocate its R&D expenditures to

the ’456 and ’595 Patents. (RRB at 68.) Second, Respondents assert that Avago’s figures

double count some expenditures. (RRB at 69.) Third, Respondents contend that Avago’s figures

include foreign investments. (RRB at 69.) Fourth, Respondents argue that there is a “temporal

disconnect” between thee R&D expenditures figures and the time period in which the purported

R&D related to the asserted patents took place. (RRB at 69.) In particular, Respondents note

that the 8 VCSEL was released to the market in 2009, and thus, most of the expenditures

on R&D afier that time were directed to projects for yet-to-be-released products, not to any of

the ’595 domestic industry products. Respondents assert that simply selling products containing

the - VCSELdoes not establishtheir continuedR&D investmentsin the product. (RRBat

69-70.) Respondents argue that similar problems exist for the alleged ’456 Patent investments.

(RRB at 70.) Respondents also dispute that the project specific figures are accurate and that

Avago has shown a nexus to the patented technology at issue. (RRB at 70.)

The ALJ finds that Avago FOPD’s Research and Development Director, Dr. Chung-yi Su,

testified that Avago employed - research and development 1J8l'SO1'1I1€las of 2012, for which

Avagopaidover— inwagesandbenefits. (cx-2094c at Q/A47;cx-03340.) Avago

further presented evidence that FOPD’s total research and development expenditures from 2007

through2012totaledapproximately_. (E.g., cx-2094c at Q/A42-46;JX-0152C.)

With regard to VCSELs, Dr. Keever testified that Avago FOPD’s “III-V” team in San Jose has

the major responsibility for the research and development of Avago’s VCSELs, and there are

— employees assigned to that group. (CX-2090C at Q/A 39-42.) Similarly,Mr. Robinson
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testified that for the last few years, the “IC” team in San Jose works on VCSEL driver research

and development. (CX-2089C at Q/A 467-78.)

The ALJ finds that Avago tracks overall project R&D expenses and people based R&D

expenses for the FOPD group in the U.S. (CX-2088C at Q/A 27-38, 40-46, 48-49, 157-68, 177

90, 206, 208-09, 212-22, 277-78; JX-0212C at 292120-293:6; JX-0275C, JX-0277C; JX-0281C;

JX-0333C at 26; CX-0997C; CX-0830C at 29]. “Project expenses” include items like materials

and equipment purchased during development as well as tooling and repair associated with

product development. (CX-2088C at Q/A 29-35, 37, 48.) Avago FOPD has invested the

following amounts on total R&D in the United States for the past 5 fiscal years. (JX-0152C; CX

2088C at Q/A 23, 61-64, 95-103].

FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12

People
Exenses
PTOJGCI
Exenses

o a R&D

ill
.tt
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Avago tracks R&D spending by group. Total R&D spending in the U.S. broken down by R&D

group is as follows. (JX-0411C; CX-2088C at Q/A 56-64.)

Module R&D FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12

People
Ex 0enses

Pro]ect
Expenses
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.tt
.[t
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o al R&D

IC R&D FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12
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Project
Expenses
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The ALJ further finds that the total worldwide R&D spending broken down by IC R&D and Ill

V R&D is as follows. (JX-0271C; CX-2088C at Q/A 61-64, 69-76.)

IC R&D FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12Peopleifiiii
ExpensesgT°ject_- -a——i—_—_

X[2€I'lS€S

TLmg
111-VR&D FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12Peopleiii ii
ExpensesProjeotiii ii’
Ex ensesTelelR&D —
Avago also tracks, on an ad hoc basis, R&D spending for products. (CX-2088C Q/A 29, 31-35,

65-68, 107-08, 124-30. Those R&D figures are tracked throughout development and reported

when a product is released for manufacturing. (CX-2084C at Q/A 179-182.) The ALJ finds that

Avago has invested the following in R&D to develop each of the Avago covered products. (CX

2088C at Q/A 52-53, 76-78, 231-246, 255-272, 353-373; JX-0373C at 197, 212, 219, 226, 229;

CX-2023C at 144, 152; CX-2019C at 38, 56, 78; CX-1135C at 09-10, 25, 37; CX-1417C at 20,

92-93, 98; CX-2087C at Q/A 209-14, 219-31, 257-58, 272-74, 279-80; CX-1297C at 89; CX

0830C at 29; CX-1376C at 41; CX-0775C; CX-2084C at Q/A 282; CX-1435C; CX-2094C at

Q/A. 52-53, 76-78; see also JX-0391C at 277; JX-0397C at 934-35.)
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Product
QSFP (all ‘595 Cove

CXP

The ALJ also finds that Avago presented evidence that all R&D conducted by Avago’s

IC group on VCSEL drivers in the Covered Avago Products is conducted in the United States at

Avago’s San Jose facility. (CX-2084C at Q/A 59, 89, 173, 183; CX-2089C at Q/A 473-74, 484,

510-12, 520-22, 697, 703-05; JX-0144C; CX-1376C.) The IC R&D group routinely works with

the Module R&D group in San Jose as well to develop the VCSEL drivers that are incorporated

into the FOPD products. (CX-2089C at Q/A 91-94, 130-135, 166-171, 203-207, 237-242, 285

292, 294-295.) The ALJ finds that Avag0’s IC R&D group designs and develops each VCSEL

driver (e.g., etc.) independently. (cx-20890 at Q/A

165, 201-02, 268-70, 296-301, 714-16.)

The ALJ finds that the III-V group is split between U.S. and Singapore, and Avago

presented evidence that the primary responsibility for VCSEL R&D resides with the San Jose

engineers. (CX-2090C at Q/A 13, 39-41; CX-0830C; JX-0205C at 11:19-15:5.) The San Jose

R&D engineers work directly with the IC and Module R&D groups in San Jose in designing

VCSELs consistent with IC and module design. (CX-2090C at Q/A 39.) The San Jose R&D III

V engineers also provide teclmical assistance and troubleshooting assistance to the Singapore

engineers. (CX-2090C at Q/A 13; CX-2094 Q/A 41.) The III-V R&D includes design of the

particular layers in the VCSEL as part of the overall design process, along with consideration of

how the design affects VCSEL performance. (CX-2094C at Q/A 36, 43, 51; CX-2090C at Q/A

37; JX-0264C; JX-0205C at 62:12-63:19, 65:1-66:5, 66:15-25.)
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The ALJ finds that the III-V R&D efforts are ongoing and unique to each new VCSEL

incorporatedinto a particularproduct line. (CX-2094Cat Q/A 41, 51.) The - VCSELwas

releasedin2009,witha — designthattookaboutI monthstocomplete.(CX

2090Cat Q/A35.) _ replaced- morerecentlyto enableextendrange

applications and the two VCSELs are used interchangeably. (CX-2090C Q/A 35; JX-0264C.)

The ALJ finds that at least : III-V R&D engineersin San Jose workedon developmentof the

- VCSELsfor the QSFP product line. (JX-0373Cat 197;CX-0830Cat 529; CX-2088Cat

Q/A 216-219; JX-0333C.) The III-V R&D group in San Jose has two lab facilities. (CX-2094C

at Q/A 34; CX-2090C at Q/A 43-44; CX-2087C at Q/A 121.) One of the III-V R&D labs in San

Jose is used to test VCSEL reliability and performance. (CX-2094C at Q/A 34; CX-2090C at

Q/A 43-44; CX-2087C at Q/A 121.) The ALJ finds that the initial acquisition costs for the

equipment in this San Jose lab was approximately (CX-2094C at Q/A 35.) All

Avago VCSELs are extensively tested in this San Jose III-V lab by III-V R&D engineers in San

Jose. (CX-2094C at Q/A 35.) The second III-V R&D lab in San Jose is a fabrication facility.

(CX-2094C Q/A 36.) San Jose III-V R&D engineers use photolithography, etching and

sputtering deposition equipment in this lab to fabricate VCSEL DBR mirrors, active regions,

isolation regions, current spreading layers, and other layers of the VCSELs. (CX-2094C at Q/A

36.) The ALJ finds that the initial acquisition cost for equipment in this San Jose III-V R&D lab

wasapproximately2 (cx-2094cQ/A36.)

Based on the facts above, the ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to

show that a significant portion of its FOPD research and development expenditures are properly

attributed to Avago‘s VCSEL driver products, which Avago alleges are covered by the ’456

Patent. For example,Mr. Shore testifiedthat Avagoinvested— in researchand
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developmentexpendituresand _ in capitalexpendituresto developthe 2

transceiver, which contains a VCSEL driver that purportedly practices claim 1 of the ’456 Patent.

(See, e.g., CX-2088C at Q/A 366-73; CX-2023C.) Furthermore, Avago FOPD’s Customer

Marketing Manager, Kirti Thakkar, testified that from 2007 through 2012, Avago has had

revenuesof over- fromproductscontainingthe VCSELdriversat issueandwhich

were designed by its San Jose research and development facility. (CX-2087C at Q/A 70.) The

ALJ fiuther finds that the evidence demonstrates that the Module R&D engineers conduct

experiments and make recommendations to the IC R&D group as to optimal settings for negative

peaking in the VCSEL drivers in the Avago DI Products. (CX-2089C at Q/A 91-94, 130-35, 166

71, 203-07, 237-42, 285-92, 294-295, 314-27, 340-49, 437-45, 446-61, 467-68; CX-1460C; CX

146lC; CX-1474C; CX-1466C.) The ALJ finds that Avago’s reliance on expenditures dating

back to 2009 is proper. Avago’s IC group continues to develop new VCSEL drivers, including

_, whichwas not releaseduntil late 2012. (cx-20890 at Q/A 165,491, 691-702,711-16;

CX-1376C.) The IC group continued to develop VCSEL drivers after splitting from the Module

group. (CX-2089C Q/A 467-78.) The ALJ also finds that IC R&D work in the U.S. on the

VCSEL drivers involves measuring optical mass margins, rise times and fall times, bit error

rates, and to assess whether negative peaking is working as designed. (CX-2089C at Q/A 504

505.) The ALJ finds that Avago has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that those

allocated expenditures are “substantial” within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C).

Specifically,the ALJ finds that the investmentsof over— accountfor about- of

Avago’s total research investments. Contrary to Respondents’ argument, Avago has shown that

these investments occurred in the United States. Moreover, relative to the total investments in

R&D and the — in revenueresultingfrom the products,the ALJ finds that these
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investments are substantial. Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago has shown that the economic

prong of the domestic industry requirement is satisfied with respect to the ’456 Patent.

The ALJ agrees with Staff that the “S95Patent, however, presents a closer question, as it

is less clear what research and development expenditures may fairly be attributed to Avago’s

- VCSEL, the sole product upon which Avago may rely in order to establish that the

economicprongis met. Avagopresentedevidencethat it spentapproximately_ to

developthe I VCSEL,which is foundin its QSFPline of products,based on the efforts of

approximately- researchanddevelopmentpersonnel. (CX-2088Cat Q/A255-72;D(

O373C.) Moreover, Dr. Keever testified that the original 2 VCSEL design took

approximately I months and was released in 2009. (CX-2090C at Q/A 35.) The design of the

_ VCSELtook_ monthstocomplete.(Id) Inaddition,Ms.Thakkartestified

that Avagohas had revenuesof approximately— from 2009throughthe first three

quarters of 2012 from the sale of products containingthe K VCSEL. (CX-2087Cat Q/A

68.) Moreover,Ms. Hall testified Avago’s developmentof the - VCSEL occurred in its

San Diego facility, and Avago continues to develop, sell, and offer technical support for products

that contain a I VCSEL. (E.g., Tr. at 339:4-20, 340:13—342:9; CX-2084C at Q/A 191;

CDX-1963C; CX-2090C at Q/A 26, 48-51, lll-19.) The ALJ also finds that R&D on the

- VCSELsin San Jose includestestingof VCSELDBRmirrors,activeregions,and current

spreading layers, measurement of VCSEL optical and electrical performance characteristics and

how light is distributed laterally across the aperture. (CX-2094C at Q/A 36; CX-2090C at Q/A

37, 43.) The ALJ notes that the fact that R&D may have occurred prior to filing of the complaint

(or even before the patent issues) does not preclude consideration of those R&D expenses in

support of domestic industry. See, e.g., Certain Video Game Systems and Controllers, Inv. No.
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337-TA-743, Comm’n Op., 2011 ITC LEXIS 717 at *8-9 (April 14, 2011); Certain Battery

Powered Ride-On Toy Vehicles and Components Thereofi Inv. No. 337-TA-314, Initial

Determination, 1990 ITC LEXIS 393 at *26-30 (December 5, 1990) (“As long as Kransco is still

replacing any of these units, all of the prior costs relating to the development and exploitation of

the patent should be considered along with the current expenditures . . . .”). This is particularly

the case where, as here, Avago also continues to develop, sell, and offer technical support for

products containing the _ VCSEL. (Tr., 339:4—20,340:13-342:9; CX-2084C at Q/A 191;

CX-2090C at Q/A 26, 48-51, 111-19.) Such ongoing activities are properly considered for

domestic industry. See, e.g., Certain Automated Media Library Devices, Inv. No. 337—TA-746,

Remand ID, 2013 ITC LEXIS 550 at *82 (March 26, 2013) (considering ongoing technical

support, sales and marketing expenses for DI); Certain Personal Computers and Digital Display

Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-606, Order No. 20, 2008 ITC LEXIS 141 at *9-10 (January 11, 2008)

(considering ongoing “sales and customer support activities” afier R&D process completed).

Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago has shown, just barely, by a preponderance of the

evidencethat Avago’sresearchand developmentexpendituresdirectedto the I VCSELare

sufficient to satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement with respect to

the ’595 Patent.
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X. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Commission has personal jurisdiction over the parties and subject-matter and in

rem jurisdiction over the accused products.

The importation or sale requirement of section 337 is satisfied.

The Accused Products do not infringe the ’456 Patent.

The Accused Products infringe the ’595 Patent.

The ’595 and ’456 Patents are not invalid under 35 USC § 102 for anticipation.

The ’595 and ’456 Patents are not invalid under 35 USC § 103 for obviousness.

The ’595 and ’456 Patents are not invalid as indefinite.

Respondentsdo not havea licenseto the ’595Patentunderthe —

Agreement.

Respondents do have a license to the ’595 Patent to sell products to HP under the HP

Master License Agreement.

Respondents do not have a license to the ’456 Patent.

The technical prong of the domestic industry requirement has not been satisfied for

the ’456 Patent.

The technical prong of the domestic industry requirement has been satisfied for

the ’595 Patent.

The economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under 19 U.S.C. §

1337(a)(3) (B) and (C) has been satisfied.

It has not been established that a violation exists of section 337 for the asserted claims

of the ’456 Patent.
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15. It has been established that a violation exists of section 337 for the asserted claims of

the ’595 Patent subject to Respondents’ HP license defense.
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XI. INITIAL DETERMINATION AND ORDER

Based on the foregoing, it is the INITIAL DETERMINATION of this ALJ that no

violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, has occurred in

the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United

States afier importation of certain optoelectronic devices for fiber optic communications,

components thereof, and products containing the same that infringe one or more of claims 1, 2, 4,

6-8, 11-13, 15, and 20-24 of U.S. Patent No. 6,947,456 patent

It further the INITIAL DETERMINATION of this ALJ that a violation of section 337 of

the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, has occurred in the importation into the

United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of

certain optoelectronic devices for fiber optic communications, components thereof, and products

containing the same that infringe claims 14 and 19 of U.S. Patent No. 5,596,595.

Further, this Initial Determination, together with the record of the hearing in this

investigation consisting of:

(1) the transcript of the hearing, with appropriate corrections as may hereafter be
ordered, and

(2) the exhibits received into evidence in this investigation, as listed in the attached
exhibit lists in Appendix A,

are CERTIFIED to the Commission. In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.39(c), all material

found to be confidential by the undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera

treatment.

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this ID upon all parties of record and the

confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order (Order No. 1.)

issued in this investigation. ,
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RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND

I. Remedy and Bonding

The Commission’s Rules provide that subsequent to an initial determination on the

question of violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, the

administrative law judge shall issue a recommended determination containing findings of fact

and recommendations concerning: (1) the appropriate remedy in the event that the Commission

finds a violation of section 337, and (2) the amount of bond to be posted by respondents during

Presidential review of Cormnission action under section 337(j). See 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(a)(1)(ii).

A. Public Interest Findings

In connection with this Recommended Determination, and pursuant to Commission Rule

210.50(b)(1), 19 C.F.R. § 210.50(b)(1), the Commission ordered the presiding administrative law

judge:

[S]hall take evidence or other information and hear arguments from
the parties and other interested persons with respect to the public
interest in this investigation, as appropriate, and provide the
Commission with findings of fact and a recommended determination
on this issue, which shall be limited to the statutory public interest
factors set forth in 19 U.S.C. 1337(d)(l), (t)(1), (g)(l);

77 Fed. Reg. 65713 (October 30, 2012).

Before issuing a remedy for a violation of Section 337, the Commission must consider

the effect of the remedy on the following public interest factors: (1) the public health and

welfare, (2) competitive conditions in the United States economy, (3) production of like or

directly competitive articles in the United States, and (4) United States constnners. 19 U.S.C. §§

1337(d)(l), (t)(l). The Commission considers the fact that the public interest favors the

protection of United States intellectual property rights by excluding infringing products. See,
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e.g., Certain Two-Handle Center Set Faucets and Escutcheons and Components Thereo)‘,Inv.

No. 337—TA-422,Comm’n Op. at 9 (July 21, 2000).

Historically, the Commission interpreted the legislative history of Section 337 to mean

that exclusionary relief should only be denied when the adverse effect on the public interest

factors would be greater than the interest in protecting the patent holder. Certain Battery

Powered Ride-On Toy Vehicles and Components ThereojflInv. No. 337-TA-314, Comm’n Op. at

11 (April 9, 1991). The Commission has concluded that the public interest considerations

outweighed the need to protect the intellectual property rights of complainant in only three

investigations, all of which were decided prior to the 1988 legislative amendments to Section

337 that removed the requirement that patentees show irreparable harm in order to obtain relief.

See Spansion Inc. v. Int ’l Trade Comm ’n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (discussing the

history of public interest at the ITC). These three instances include one investigation involving

hospital burn beds where the complainants unable to meet demand if the imports were excluded

Certain Fluidized Supporting Apparatus and Components, Inv. No. 337-TA-182/188, Connn’n

Op. (October 1984); another investigation involving basic atomic research where the domestic

supply was inferior to the imported supply, Certain Inclined-Field Acceleration Tubes and

Components, Inv. No. 337-TA-67, Comm’n Op. (December 1980); and finally, an investigation

during the second oil shock following the Iranian revolution involving teclmology necessary for

increasing fuel efficiency of vehicles where the domestic industry was unable to meet the

demand, Certain Automatic Crankpin Grinders, Inv. No. 337-TA-60, CoIrun’n Op. (December

1979).

More recently, the Commission has applied the public interest factors to not necessary

deny a remedy, but rather to tailor the remedy to minimize the impact on the public interest. See,
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e.g., Certain Personal Data, Inv. No. 337-TA-710, Comm’n Op. at 83 (delaying the effective

date of an exclusion order based on competitive conditions in the U.S. economy); Certain

Baseband Processor Chips and Chipsets, Transmitter and Receiver (Radio) Chips, Power

Control Chips, and Products Containing Same, Including Cellular Telephone Handsets, Inv. N0.

337-TA-543, USITC Pub. No. 4258, Comm’n Op., 148-54 (October 2011) (grandfathering

certain existent mobile telephone models from the scope of the exclusion order); Certain

Automated Mechanical Transmission Systems for Medium-Duly and Heavy-Duty Trucks, and

Components Thereofl Inv. No. 337-TA-503, Comm’n Op. at 5 (May 9, 2005) (exempting from

the scope of the exclusion order replacement parts for existing truck transmissions); Certain

Sortation Systems, Parts Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-460,

Comm’n Op. at 18-20 (February 19, 2003) (exempting from the scope of the exclusion order

replacement parts for a UPS hub facility).

Mellanox argues that it is against the public interest to impose any exclusion or cease and

desist order, or at a minimum should tolerate an exemption for warranty and replacement parts.

(RIB at 142-148.) Mellanox contends that the accused InfmiBand products “offer unparalleled

transfer rates, energy efficiency, and density, and, thus, are essential to growth of a high

performance network connectivity infrastructure in the U.S.” (RIB at 142.) Mellanox asserts

that these products are ubiquitous in environments where large amounts of data are processed at

high speeds and, thus, are heavily utilized in at least the financial, healthcare, education, oil and

gas, supercomputing, and defense industries (RIB at 142.) Mellanox argues that the constuners

of these products range from the govemment, to large U.S. corporations, to small startups (RIB

at 142.) Mellanox contends that it is a pioneer of Int'1niBand,and there are no viable substitutes

available in a reasonable time frame in commercial quantities. (RIB at 142-143.)
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Avago submits that given the nature of the fiber optic communications device market, the

number of different options available to consumers, and the number of component suppliers in

the market that sell products that compete with the accused FCI and Mellanox products, the

requested relief would not have an adverse impact on public hear, safety or welfare, competitive

conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly competitive articles in

the United States, or on United States consumers. (CIB at 140.) Avago also argues that

Respondents have failed to show that demand for the accused products cannot be satisfied by

Avago and its licensees or by non-infringing alternatives. (CIB at 140.)

Staff submits that Mellanox has failed to present sufficient evidence to establish that

excluding Mellanox’s accused products would result in supply shortages or otherwise affect the

public health and welfare, competitive conditions, or U.S. consumers. (SIB at 119.) Staff argues

that to the extent that Mellanox contends that various entities with high-speed computer systems

(i.e., Mellanox-supplied systems operating at FDR data rates) would be unable to maintain,

upgrade, or repair their systems were Mellanox FDR cables subject to an exclusion order, this

appears to result as much from Me1lanox’s decision to implement a firmware key that restrict the

cables that can be used with its devices, as opposed to the lack of altemative FDR cables. (SIB

at 119.) Moreover, Staff asserts that Avago has licensed at least one other supplier of VCSEL

based products, Finisar, there are other non-infringing products that employ different technology,

and the limited exclusion order would not exclude products from any of the other suppliers of

similar products. (SIB at 119-120.) Staff contends that the evidence of record is insufficient to

preclude entry of an exclusion order or cease and desist order as to Mellanox should a violation

of Section 337 be found. (SIB at 120.)
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The ALJ agrees with Avago and Staff that the evidence presented regarding the public

interest does not warrant denying Avago relief nor does it warrant tailoring the remedy in any

way. The crucial issue in assessing the public interest for these products is the availability of

substitutes. There is no dispute between the parties that the accused products are used in

extremely important and sensitive applications because of their crucial role in providing high

bandwidth solutions for High Performance Computing (HPC) systems. The accused products

include fiber optic communications devices such as active optical cables (AOCs) and

transceivers, as well as the VCSEL driver components in those devices. (CIB at 141.) The

accused and Avago AOCs and transceivers are typically used in large data centers to connect

equipment within the centers and outside of the centers, such as servers, storage devices, and

switches. (CX-2084C at Q/A 245.) The accused products are primarily used \w'th two competing

standards: Ethernet and InfiniBand. (CX-2084C Q/A 194, 196.) Compared to the competing

Ethernet market, the InfiniBand market is relatively small. (CX-2084C Q/A 194.) The

InfiniBand market comprises approximately 10% of the market for fiber optic communications

devices such as those at issue in this Investigation. (CX-2084C at Q/A 194.)

1. Impact on Competitive Conditions in the U.S. Economy and on U.S.
Consumers

Contrary to Respondents’ contentions, the ALJ finds that the evidence presented fails to

demonstrate that alternatives to the accused products are not available and capable of filling the

demand that would result if the accused products are excluded. The ALJ bases this finding on

several reasons.

First, Avago has offered evidence that it services both the Ethemet and InfiniBand

markets including HPC applications. (CX-2084C at Q/A 94, 192-193; JX-0216C at 14:25-15:23,

19:3-8.) The ALJ finds that Avago sells fiber optic communications devices in the United States
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that are compatible with both InfiniBand and Ethernet applications, as well as for Fiber Channel

storage solutions. (CX-2084C Q/A 192-193; JX-0216C at 14:25-15:23, 19:3-8; CX-1126C; CX

2087C Q/A 197-201; CX-1300C.) Recently, Avago re-entered the market for AOCs. (CX

2084C at Q/A 90-93, 242-243, 281-82.) The ALJ further finds that the evidence shows that

Avago plans to participate in the next Plugfest (an industry testing event) with its new InfiniBand

QSFP and CXP AOCs. (CX-2084C at Q/A 210, 239-41; JX-0202C at 105:l4-16, 106:2-5.) The

ALJ finds that Avago now sells 14 Gb/s SFP+ and QSFP transceivers (AFBR-57F5 and AFBR

79F4) and 10 Gb/s SFP+, QSFP+ and CXP AOC devices (AFBR-7CERxxZ, AFBR-7QERxxZ

and AFBR-7lERxxZ). (CX-2084C at Q/A 242-243.) Thus, the ALJ finds that the evidence

shows that Avago sells comparable 10 and 14 Gbps products to what Mellanox sells. In

addition, the ALJ finds that Avago recently re-entered the AOC market in late 2012 with its new

10 Gbps--based product.(cx-20890at Q/A697-702(notingthat the first I

product released in late 2012).) The ALJ also finds that Avago sells commercial quantities of 14

Gbps transceiver modules (AFBR-57F5 and AFBR-79F4) that can be used in place of 14 Gbps

AOCs for InfiniBand networks. (CX-2084C at Q/A 242-43 (noting Avago is in full volume

production for 14 Gbps solutions that “provide a higher density solution than an active optical

can at lower power consumption and lower cost. . . . These are alternative solutions for the

InfiniBand marketplace. They absolutely meet the InfiniBand specs.”).) The ALJ finds that

Avago sold - units of AFBR-57F5 from FY10 through the 3Q FY12, generating

— inrevenue.(RX-1098C(atFY10andFY12tabs).)Avagosold- unitsof

AFBR-79in the first threequartersof FY12,generating_ in revenue. (Seeid. at

FY12 tab.) Moreover, the ALJ finds that because Avago works with a number of contract

manufacturers who manufacture Avago’s AOC and transceiver products on behalf of Avago, it is
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likely that Avago has capacity to replace the infringing products should an exclusion order be

entered. (CX-2084C at Q/A 242-243; JX-0216C at 19:17-24.)

Second, the evidence suggests that even though Mellanox touts itself as a provider of

end-to-end solutions, the availability of individual components of the larger systems suggests

that even without an “end-to-end solution” there would be alternatives for consumers. For

example, even Mellanox markets and sell the individual components of its systems separately as

well. (Tr. 710:7-25; CX-0382C at 59:1-5, 215:16-22; CX-0417C at 37:17-20.) Moreover, the

ALJ finds that there are a number of suppliers in the U.S. market that sell AOCs and transceivers

separately from other network components demonstrates that the fiber optic communications

market is diversified and does not solely look for “end to end solutions.” (CX-2084C Q/A 197,

202, 208, 216-217, 222-35; JX-0073; CX-0417C at 68:3-ll; CX-0382C at 64:19-65:8, 68:13

72:2, 170:l9-17l:l0; Tr. 713:14-716:l7.)

Third, the ALJ finds that InfiniBand is an open standard that encourages the

interoperability of different components from different suppliers, which suggests that the loss of

one supplier will not eliminate the availability of standard compliant hardware for customers.

For example, the importance of individual component suppliers to the Infir1iBand area is

demonstrated by Plugfest, an event held twice a year by the InfiniBand Trade Association. At

this event, component suppliers are invited to test their cables for compliance with the

InfiniBand standard and interoperability with other InfiniBand equipment (e.g., Mellanox

switches and host chamel adapters). (CX-2084C Q/A 208, 216-217, 222-35; CX-0382C at

64:19-65:8, 68:13-72:2; CX-1447; JX-0073 at 1337-43, 1344-46, 1347-54, 1355-59; Tr. 712217

25, 713:5-8, 713114-716:17.)
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Fourth, the ALJ finds that a number of companies have products that have been certified

at Plugfest and would be possible altematives to the Mellanox products. For example, The ALJ

notes that Avago sells products designed to work with InfiniBand-based network solutions.

(CX-2084C Q/A 192-193, 210; JX-0216C at 14:25-15:23, 105214-16, 106:2-5.) The ALJ finds

that ftnther examples of suppliers whose QDR active optical cables were certified through

Plugfest in 2012 include FCI, Finisar, Mellanox, Fujikura, Molex, Samtec, Siemon and Tyco

Electronics (TE Connectivity)_ (CX-2084C at Q/A 228, 234-235; JX-0073; CX-0382C at 68:13

72:2.) FDR AOC cable suppliers who were certified in 2012 include 3M, Advanced Photonics,

FCI, Fujikura, Mellanox, Samtec, Siemon and Tyco (Te Connectivity). (Id.) The ALJ finds that

Avago has participated in Plugfest in the past and has had several of its products that are covered

by the asserted patents included on the Integrator List. (CX-2084C at Q/A 209-15; CX-l447_)

In addition, the ALJ finds that a number of InfiniBand certified FDR active optical cables are

currently marketed and available for sale to consumers, including through 3M, Advanced

Photonics, FCI, Mellanox, Samtec and Tyco. (CX-2084C at Q/A 229-230.) The ALJ also finds

that other suppliers, such as Luxtera/Molex, Finisar and Sumitomo have also developed and are

marketing InfiniBand FDR active optical cables. (CX-2084C at Q/A 231-232; JX-0106.) As for

Mellanox’s contentions that costs of switching to these alternatives would be substantial, there is

evidence in the record that suggests that this would not be the case. For example, there is

testimony that OEMs typically qualify backup suppliers in case there are supply disruptions.

(CX-2084C at Q/A 252 (“OEMs commonly qualify multiple fiber optic suppliers for this precise

reason, in case there are issues with supply with their primary supplier”).) Thus, the ALJ finds

that it is likely that the time and expense to qualify alternative suppliers would already have been
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incurred by OEMs and any downtime will be minimized. Id. (“Qualifying multiple suppliers

would allow for a more seamless and quick substitution of other fiber optic products”)

Fifth, the ALJ finds that not only are there a number of alternative suppliers, at least some

of those alternative suppliers offer products that undoubtedly are non-infringing alternatives. For

example, the ALJ finds that the evidence shows that the active optical cables sold by

Luxtera/Molex are based on silicon photonics technology, do not incorporate VCSELs and thus,

are noninfringing alternatives. (CX-2084C Q/A 197. 202; CX-2087C Q/A 216; CX-0417C at

68:3-11; CX-0382C at 170:19-17l:1O.) Moreover, the ALJ notes that one of the alternative

AOC suppliers, Finisar, has a license to the asserted patents. (See Complaint, Ex. 6.)

Sixth, to the extent that government customers rely on HPC systems using Mellanox

products, those imports would be exempt from the exclusion order under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(1).

Thus, the governmental users Mellanox cites in its briefs will be largely unaffected by any

exclusion order.
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(CX-2084C at Q/A 252-53.)

In sum, the AL] finds that the evidence does not demonstrate that there will necessarily

be a shortage of cables and high speed data systems should an exclusion order issue and so there

has been no showing that there will be a substantial adverse impact on competition or U.S.

consumers should an exclusion order issue.

2. Impact on Public Health, Safety, and Welfare

The ALJ notes that the Commission determined in a prior investigation that exclusion of

similar VCSEL-based optoelectronic devices would not hann the public health, safety or welfare.

See Certain Optoelectronic Devices, Companents Thereof and Products Containing the Same,

Inv. No. 337-TA-669, Comm’n Op. at 4, 7-8 (July 12, 2010). While some time has passed since

this detennination and different parties are involved in this investigation, that prior decision does

suggest that the public health, safety, and welfare would not be harmed.

Mellanox claims that its products are sold to key industry segments in the United States,

such as for supercomputing applications, hospitals, universities, defense institutions and financial

institutions. (RIB at 145-146.) However, Mellanox has not established harm to the public health,
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safety, or welfare sufficient to outweigh the substantial interest in protecting intellectual property

owners’ rights for several reasons. First, Mellanox only identifies a handful of customers in each

of these industries and has not established the use of its products beyond those few examples.

(Tr. 716:23-717211; CX-0382C at 196:2-5.) In addition, Avago presented evidence that its

products are used by similar customers. (CX-2221C at Q/A 33-37.) Second, the ALJ finds that

Avago supplies products to those very same industries and customers, including (CX

2084C at Q/A 94, 199-200, 225, 261-68; CX-1126C; JX-0202C at 22:2-22; RX-0001C at Q/A

18, 44-45; Tr. 343:24-344:1 1, 345:l2-346:5; Tr. 716:18-22.)

3. Impact on the Production of Like or Directly Competitive Articles in
the United States

Mellanox claims that an exclusion order would have a negative impact on one of its

suppliers, (RIB at 147.)

However, Mellanox has failed to establish the magnitude of any such impact for several reasons.

First, the ALJ finds that the only component that

Second, the ALJ notes that

_ is not the onlycompanythat makesVCSELsin the UnitedStates. In fact, there is a

second supplier (Finisar), who is licensed under the ‘595 patent. (Complaint, Ex. 6.) Thus, any

exclusion order would not impact all VCSEL operations in the United States, as Finisar is

licensed. Third, Mellanox claims that if its are found to

infringe,than— customerswillbe hesitantto purchaseVCSELsfrom—

(RIBat 147.) TheAL] finds,however,that any suchharmto _ wouldbe createdas a

result of the finding of infringement, not entry of an exclusion order.
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Finally, the ALJ notes that some evidence in the record suggests that the potential harm

to — in the UnitedStates,maybe overstated.Avagoadducedevidencethat the products

made by

Thus, if Mellanox’sproducts are excluded,— will be able to continue selling its

comparableproductsto other customers.Whether— customerswill be “hesitant”to

purchase products found to infringe Avago’s patents turns on the issue of infringement, not

remedy.

B. Limited Exclusion Order

Under Section 337(d), the Commission may issue either a limited or a general exclusion

order. A limited exclusion order directed to respondents’ infringing products is among the

remedies that the Commission may impose, as is a general exclusion order that would apply to

all infringing products, regardless of their manufacturer. See 19 U.S.C. § l337(d).

Avago seeks a limited exclusion order that bar from entry into the United States all

products of Mellanox, FCI, and IPtronics that infringe the Asserted Patents. (CIB at 138.)

Avago argues that the exclusion order should not be limited to any particular part or model

numbers of Respondents. (CIB at 138-139.) Avago asserts that no exemption for replacement

parts or warranty repairs is warranted. (CRB at 69.) Avago contends that Respondents point to

no contracts with customers, let alone any contracts requiring replacement with identical parts.

(CRB at 69.) Avago argues that Respondents appear to intend to use the exemption to import

new, replacement parts, rather than refurbished parts, which is inconsistent with a narrow

exemption. (CRB at 69.)

Respondents argue that that the LEO should be “narrow in scope and should contain an

exemption for warranty and replacement parts for the Accused Products.” (RIB at 141.)
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Respondents argue that the public interest evidence shows “that denying access to such

replacement parts would wreak havoc on the high performance network connectivity

infrastructure in the U.S. by forcing consumers to use non-optimized components.” (RIB at 141.)

Staff argues that only Mellanox has presented any public interest evidence and IPtronics

and FCI have not presented any evidence or argument that a limited exclusion order should not

issue as to their products in the event that they are found to have violated Section 337. (SIB at

113.) Staff submits that if a violation of Section 337 is found, then the appropriate remedy will

include a limited exclusion order directed at the infringing products of the named Respondents.

(SIB at 113.) Staff agrees with Avago that any LEO should not contain the exemption for

replacement and warranty parts that Respondents seek. (SRB at 26.) Staff submits that there has

been no showing that Respondents’ customers would expect any replacement parts be the same

and not just comparable to the part that is subject to the exclusion order. Thus, Staff argues that

any LEO issued in this investigation should not have an exemption for replacement parts.

Should the Commission find a violation, the ALJ recommends that the Commission issue

a LEO without any exemption for replacement parts. As Avago and Staff correctly note, there is

no evidence in the record that Respondents’ customers expect any replacement or warranty parts

be the same part and not just a comparable part. Without such evidence, there is no basis for

carving an exemption out for warranty or replacement parts in the LEO.

C. Cease and Desist Order

Section 337 provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion order,

the Commission may issue a cease and desist order as a remedy for violation of section 337. See

19 U.S.C. § 1337(t)(1). The Commission generally issues a cease and desist order directed to a

domestic respondent when there is a “commercially significant” amount of infringing, imported
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product in the United States that could be sold so as to undercut the remedy provided by an

exclusion order. See Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, USITC

Pub. 2391, Comrn’n Op. on Remedy, the Public Interest and Bonding at 37-42 (June 1991);

Certain Condensers, Parts Thereof and Products Containing Same, Including Air Conditioners

for Automobiles, Inv. No. 337-TA-334, Comm’n Op. at 26-28 (Aug. 27, 1997).

Avago seeks a cease and desist order against FCI and Mellanox as well as their U.S.

based affiliate companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business entities, or their

successors or assigns that would prohibit the importation, sale, marketing, advertising,

solicitation, use, distribution, or warehousing inventory for distribution of products into and in

the United States that infringe one or more of the asserted claims of the Asserted Patents. Avago

argues that a cease and desist order is necessary because FCI and Mellanox each have imported

or are importing into the U.S. products that infringe the asserted claims of the Asserted Patents

and maintain commercially significant inventory of those products in the U.S. (CIB at 139.)

Avagoassertsthatthe evidencedemonstratesthatas of April2013FCIhadat least

- of the accused products in inventory in the United States. (CRB at 69.) Avago also points to

evidencethatMellanoxhad— oftheaccusedproductsintheUnited

States. (CRB at 70.)

Respondents argue that a cease and desist order should not issue because Avago has not

established that any Respondent maintains a commercially significant U.S. inventory of accused

products. (RIB at 142; RRB at 72-73.)

Staff submits that Avago has offered evidence that some of the Respondents maintain

commercially significant inventories of the accused products in the United States. (SIB at 113

115.)
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The ALJ agrees with Avago and recommends to the Commission that it issue a cease and

desist order against Mellanox and FCI. The ALJ finds that the evidence demonstrates that in

April2013,FCIhad_ ofTRXIOGVPZOI0C1ininventoly— (cx-0492c

at No. 24; CX-0424C at 50:15-20; CX-0437C at 42:12-43:11.) The ALJ further finds that in the

context of the total volume of units of TRX10GVP20l0Cl imported since January 2012, this

number is significant. (RX-01590C.) The ALJ further finds that as of April 2013 Mellanox had

_ ofMC2206310cable,— ofMC2207310cable,and_ of the

MC2l0310cablein inventoryin — (CX-0510Cat No.24.) While

Mellanox’s witness did testify that Mellanox endeavors to maintain a “minimum level of

inventory,” Mellanox’s subjective belief regarding the level of inventory is not sufficient to

overcome Avago’s showing that a commercially significant amount of product is maintained by

the Respondents in the United States. Thus, the ALJ recommends that the Commission issue a

cease and desist order against Mellanox and FCI as requested by Avago should a violation of

Section 337 be found.

D. Bond During Presidential Review Period

The Administrative Law Judge and the Commission must determine the amount of bond

to be required of a respondent, pursuant to section 337(j)(3), during the 60-day Presidential

review period following the issuance of permanent relief, in the event that the Commission

determines to issue a remedy. The purpose of the bond is to protect the complainant from any

injury. 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(a)(1)(ii), § 210.50(a)(3).

When reliable price infonnation is available, the Commission has often set the bond by

eliminating the differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing product.

See Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processes for Making Same, and Products Containing Same,
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Including Self-Stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. N0. 337-TA-366, C0mm’n Op. a 24 (1995). In

other cases, the Commission has turned to alternative approaches, especially when the level of a

reasonable royalty rate could be ascertained. See, e.g., Certain Integrated Circuit

TelecommunicationChips and Products Containing Same, Including Dialing Apparatus, Inv. No.

337-TA-337, Comm’n Op. at 41 (1995). A 100 percent bond has been required when no

effective altemative existed. See, e.g., Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, USITC Pub. No. 3046, Comm’n Op. at 26-27 (July 1997)(a 100%

bond imposed when price comparison was not practical because the parties sold products at

different levels of commerce, and the proposed royalty rate appeared to be de minimis and

without adequate support in the record).

Avago seeks a bond based on patent royalty rates of no less than - of the entered

value of the infringing products based on royalty rates paid by Avago Fiber U.S. to Avago Fiber

IP under various inter-company licensing and distributorship agreements. (CIB at 147-150.)

Respondents argue that Avago has failed to prove that a bond is necessary. (RIB at 148

149.) Respondents do not compete with Avago because they no longer sell AOCs and do not

offer FDR products. (RIB at 148-149.) Respondents further argue that even if a bond is

necessary,Avago has failed to prove that a - bond is appropriate. (RIB at 149.) Respondents

note that the - rate is based on inter-companylicensing and distribution agreementsbetween

various Avago subsidiaries. (RIB at 149.) Respondents argue that such agreements are not an

appropriate basis for a bond and should be rejected. (RIB at 149.)

Staff agrees that Respondents and Avago are not competitors. Thus, Staff submits that it

is impossible to determine a bond based on price differentials. (SIB at 116.) However, Staff
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agrees with Avago that a bond is appropriate and the intra-company agreements provide a good

basis for such a bond. (Id)

Should the Commission find a violation, the ALJ recommends that the Commission set a

bond at a reasonable royalty rate of the entered value of the accused products based on previous

Avago license agreements with unaffiliated companies, if such evidence is available. The ALJ

finds that while Avago competes to some extent with some of the accused products it does not

compete with all of the accused products. Moreover, it not clear even for the products where

there may be some competition whether those products actually compete head-to-head. Thus,

the ALJ recommends that a 100% bond would not be appropriate. As for the royalty rate, the

ALJ agrees with Respondents that the inter-company license agreements between Avago U.S.

Inc., Avago Intemational Sales, Avago Trading, and Avago Fiber IP do not represent the most

probative evidence of what that royalty would be. Such agreements are not arm’s length

transactions and may not be premised on the actual value of the IP, but rather on tax concerns

and intemal business goals. See Certain Polyimide Films, Prods. Containing Same, and Related

Methods, lnv. No. 337-TA-772, Initial Determination at 327 (May 10, 2012.). Thus, a royalty

rate based on agreements with third parties not commonly owned or controlled by Avago or its

parent companies would be the most appropriate basis for detennining such a royalty rate, if such

evidence exists in the record. If they have not been provided (Avago has not identified them in

its brief and the ALJ is not aware of them), then the royalty rate should be set at 0%.
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II. Conclusion

In accordance with the discussion of the issues contained herein, it is the

RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION (“RD”) of the ALJ should the Commission find a

violation, then it should issue a limited exclusion order against Respondents. The ALJ further

recommends that the Commission issue a cease and desist order against the Mellanox and FCI

Respondents. The ALJ recommends that the Respondents post a bond based on reasonable

royalty rate based on royalty rates contained in license agreements with Avago’s third party

licensees, to the extent that evidence has been submitted, during the Presidential review period.

If such evidence has not been provided, then the bond should be set at 0%. Finally, the ALJ

reconnnends based on the evidence and findings contained herein that the impact of a remedy on

the public interest is not sufficient to warrant not issuing a remedy or limiting the remedy.

Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the office of

the Administrative Law Judge a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of

this document deleted from the public version. The parties‘ submissions must be made by hard

copy by the aforementioned date.
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' Any party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted from the public version

thereof must submit to this office (1) a copy of this document with red brackets indicating any

portion asserted to contain confidential business infonnation by the aforementioned date and (2)

a list specifying where said redactions are located. The parties‘ submission concerning the public

version of this document need not be filed with the Commission Secretary.

- S0 ORDERED.

-/’Theodore R. Essex -/ V
Administrative Law Judge ‘
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